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UNIFORM RULES OF EVIDENCE (1999)
INTRODUCTION
C. ARLEN BEAM* AND LEo H. WHINERY**
The President of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws, upon the recommendation of the Scope and Program Committee and approval
by the Executive Committee, was authorized in 1992 to appoint a Study Committee
to review recent developments in the law of evidence and determine whether any
changes in the Uniform Rules of Evidence (1974), As Amended, were necessary or
desirable. A Study Committee was appointed on February 6, 1993, and presented
a Final Report to the Committees and the President on July 11, 1995, following a
two-year comprehensive analysis of the Uniform Rules.
The Study Committee approached its task from several directions. First, the
committee evaluated all of the recommendations received from and by members of
the National Conference. Second, individual committee members were assigned to
gather, read, evaluate, and report on commentaries on the law of evidence in law
review articles, organization reports, and other publications dealing with perceived
problems in the existing Uniform Rules. Third, court opinions relating to
troublesome evidentiary areas were analyzed, compared, and evaluated. Finally, a
liaison was established with the newly reactivated Advisory Committee on the
Federal Rules of Evidence of the Judicial Conference of the United States to
familiarize the Study Committee with developments or suggested revisions in the
Federal Rules.
This approach led to the conclusion that a Drafting Committee should be
appointed to engage in an in-depth study of the Uniform Rules for the purpose of
recommending revisions of the Uniform Rules to facilitate, within the meaning of
Rule 102, the "growth and development of the law of evidence, to the end that truth
may be ascertained and proceedings justly determined." The Committee on Scope
and Program and the Executive Committees of the Conference agreed, and, upon

their recommendation, the President of the Conference appointed a Drafting
Committee on August 1, 1995, to engage in a comprehensive review of the Uniform
Rules of Evidence, including the recommendations of the Study Committee, and to
recommend to the Conference needed revisions, if any, to the Uniform Rules.
The Drafting Committee submitted a First Reading Draft of revisions to the
Conference at its meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, July 24-31, 1998. Sense of the House
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Motions and other recommendations by Commissioners at this annual meeting were
then considered at meetings of the Drafting Committee in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, October 30-31 and November 1, 1998, and in Cary, North Carolina,
February 26-28, 1999. A Revised Draft for Approval with recommended revisions
to the Uniform Rules was submitted to and approved by the Conference at its
annual meeting in Denver, Colorado, on July 29, 1999. The Uniform Rules of
Evidence, as revised in 1999, together with the Comments explaining the revisions
to the Uniform Rules are now submitted for study and consideration by lawyers,
judges, and law teachers with a view to the adoption of the revised Uniform Rules
in the several states.
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UNIFORM RULES OF EVIDENCE (1999)
ARTICLE I.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
RULE 101. SGOPE DEFINITIONS.

These rules govemr precczdings in the ezutis ef th~s State te the ezktent and wit
the exczpficns statedl in Rule 1101.
In these rules:
(1) "Person" means an individual, corporation, business trust, estate, trust,
partnership, limited liability company, association, joint venture, government;
governmental subdivision, agency, or instrumentality; public corporation; or any
other legal or commercial entity.
(2) "Public record" means a record of a public office or agency in which the
record is prepared, filed, or recorded pursuant to law.
(3) "Record" means information that is inscribed on a tangible medium or that is
stored in an electronic or other medium and is retrievable in perceivable form.
(4) "State" means a State of the United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, the United States Virgin Islands. or any territory or insular possession subject
to the jurisdiction of the United States.
COMMENT
Rules 101 and 102 have been reorganized to include a definitions rule as Rule
101.
The definitions in Rule 101 are of terms that have a generic application in their
use throughout the Uniform Rules of Evidence. In contrast, terms that have
application only in specific Articles or Rules are separately defined in those
particular Articles or Rules. With the exception of the definition of "record" in Rule
101(3), the definitions in Rule 101 are self-evident and do not need further
comment.
"Record" is separately defined in Rule 101(3) to support the use of the term in
Rules 106, 612, 801(a), 803(5) through 803(17), 901 through 903 and 1001 through
1007. Although the Uniform Rules prior to their amendment in 1999 included
specific reference to "data compilations" to accommodate the admissibility of
records stored electronically, many business and governmental records do not now
consist solely of "data compilations." Rather, in today's technological environment,
or as it may develop in the future, records are, or may be, kept in a variety of
mediums other than in just "data compilations." Presently, "records" may include
items created, or originated, on a computer, such as through word processing or
spreadsheet programs; records sent and received, such as electronic mail; data stored
through scanning or image processing of paper originals; and information compiled
into data bases. One, or all, of these processes may be involved in ordinary and
customary business and governmental record-keeping. Modern technology thus
dictates that any of the foregoing types of records should be admissible when they
are relevant if reasonable evidentiary thresholds of evidentiary reliability are
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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satisfied. The Rule 101(3) definition of "record" and the substitution of the word
"record" for the terms "writing," "memorandum," "report," "document," "recorded
statement," and "data compilation," when appropriate, are intended to accommodate
the foregoing modem innovations in record keeping. At the same time, the approach
accommodates the use of these more traditional forms of record keeping as
evidence.
The definition of "record" in Rule 101(3) is derived from § 5-102(a)(14) of the
Uniform Commercial Code and carries forward consistently the established policy
of the Conference to accommodate the use of electronic eyidence in business and
governmental transactions. It should be made clear that the definition includes all
writings, recordings, photographs and images for the purpose of interpreting the
amendments to the Uniform Rules where the term "record" is used. "Writings,
"recordings," "photographs," and "images" are separately defined in Rule 1001 of
Article X as these terms are used in the interpretation of the original writing rule.
See further, the Comment to Uniform Rule 1001, infra
RULE 102. SCOPE, PURPOSE, AND CONSTRUCTION.

These Fules shall be eenstruzd to seetwe fairnzsz in administratien, eliminakien ef
fnmifiable expense and delay, antd premetien ef growth and deyelcpment efth
I Rw ef e~dzn e, to the end that the tmth may be aseertaind and preeeedings justly
deter-min~ed.
(a) Rules applicable. Except as otherwise provided in subdivision (b), these rules
apply to all actions and proceedings in the courts of this State.
(b) Rules inapplicable. These rules, other than those applicable to privileges, do
not apply in:
(1)Pzelimfinay questiCns f fat. the determination of questions of fact
preliminary to admissibility of evidence if the issue is to be determined by the court
under Rule 104(a);
(2) Grand iury. Proceedings before grand iuries;
(4(3) Contempt. Proceedings for contempt in which the court may act
summarily; and
Qc-(4) Miscellaneous proceedings. Miscellaneous proceedings, such as
proceedings involving extradition or rendition; [preliminaryl [probable cause]
hearings in criminal cases; [sentencingi; granting or revoking probation; issuance
of warrants for arrest, criminal summonses, and search warrants; and release on bail
or otherwise.
(c) Purpose and construction. These rules she14 must be construed to secure
eiminat n of eliminate unjustifiable expense and delay,
fairness, in administ.. a...,
and priemetien ef promote the growth and development of the law of evidence, to
the end that truth may be ascertained and pr-eeeding issues justly determined.
COMMENT
Rule 102 combines in three subdivisions the black letter of former Rule 101
dealing with the scope of the Uniform Rules with the black letter of revisions in
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2001
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Rule 102 dealing with the purpose and construction of the Uniform Rules. This was
done to facilitate the drafting of definitions Rule 101.
Subdivisions (a) and (b) incorporate the black letter of Uniform Rule 1101 with
one technical change in subdivisions (a) and (b), style changes and one substantive
change. In subdivision (b)(4) "probable cause hearing" is substituted for "detention
hearing" to conform the rule to Rule 345 of the Uniform Rules of Criminal
Procedure.
The phrase "miscellaneous proceedings, such as" is included in Rule 102(b)(4)
to accommodate the expansion of the types of proceedings in which the rules of
evidence should not apply, such as juvenile disposition hearings, to avoid attempting
to catalogue the myriad types of proceedings in which the rules of evidence may not
apply in the several state jurisdictions.
The word "sentencing" is bracketed in Rule 102(b)(4) to give the states flexibility
in determining the extent to which rules of evidence are to apply in sentencing
proceedings. This accommodates the diversity that currently exists among the
several states with respect to the applicability of the rules of evidence in sentencing
proceedings.
RULE 103. RULINGS ON EVIDENCE.
(a) Effect of erroneous ruling. Error may not be predicated upon a ruling 4,hieh
that admits or excludes evidence unless a substantial right of the party is affected,
and:
(1) Objztien. 4n ean: if the ruling is one admitting evidence, a timely objection
or motion to strike appears of record, stating the specific ground of objection, if the
specific ground was not apparent from the context; or
(2) Offer fprf. in ease if the ruling is one excluding evidence, the substance
of the evidence was made known to the court by offer or was apparent from the
context within which questions were asked.
(b) Record of offer and ruling. The court may add any other or further statement
vwhieh that shows the character of the evidence, the form in which it was offered,
the objection made, and the ruling thereon. It may direct the making of an offer in
question and answer form.
(c) Effect of pretrial ruling. If the court makes a definitive pretrial ruling on the
record admitting or excluding evidence, a party need not renew an objection or offer
of proof at trial to preserve a claim of error for appeal.
<e-)(d) Hearing of jury. In jury cases, proceedings Sh61 must be conducted, to the
extent practicable, so as to prevent inadmissible evidence from being suggested to
the jury by any means, such as making statements or offers of proof or asking
questions 4iF
within the hearing of the jury.
(4 (e)Errors affecting substantial rights. Nteig
inthis This rule preeludes does
not preclude a court from taking notice of en*eosr
an error affecting a substantial
rights although ,hzy were right even if it was not brought to the attention of the trial
court.
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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COMMENT
Rule 103 is amended to add a subdivision (c) to promote a uniform rule among
the several states that if the court makes a definitive pretrial ruling on the record on
the admission or exclusion of evidence a party need not renew the objection at trial.
RULE 104. PRELIMINARY QUESTIONS.
(a) Questions of admissibility generally. Preliminary questions concerning the
qualification of e-per-e an individual to be a witness, the existence of a privilege,
or the admissibility of evidence shet must be determined by the court, subject to
the..p.e..ies-of subdivision (b). In making its determination, it the court is not
bound by the rules of evidence except these the rules with respect to privileges.
(b) Determination of privilege. A person claiming a privilege must prove that the
conditions prerequisite to the existence of the privilege are more probably true than
not. A person claiming an exception to a privilege must prove that the conditions
prerequisite to the applicability of the exception are more probably true than not.
If there is a factual basis to support a good faith belief that a review of the allegedly
privileged material is necessary, the couM in making its determination, may review
the material outside the presence of any other person.
(b) ( Relevancy conditioned on fact.
heae;etr If the relevancy of evidence
depends upon the fulfillment of a condition of fact, the court shall admit it upon-,
or. in the court's discretion, subject to, the introduction of evidence sufficient to
support a finding of the fulfillment of the condition.
(e) (d) Hearing of jury. Hemeies A hearing on the admissibility of eees.ies
a confession in a criminal eases shall case must be conducted out of the hearing of
the jury. Hemings A hearing on any other preliminary mattcr in all eases, shall
matter must be so conducted wheeever if the interests of justice require or, in a
criminal cases, wh ever case, an accused is a witness,--he and so requests.
d-) (e) Testimony by accused. -TheAn accused dees--ne, by testifying upon a
preliminary matter, does not become subject himsel to cross-examination as to
other issues in the case.
(e)( Weight and credibility. This rule does not limit the right of a party to
introduce before the jury evidence relevant to weight or credibility.
COMMENT
The amendment of Uniform Rule 104 to include a subdivision (b) is a condensed
version of procedural rules originally proposed by the ABA Criminal Justice
Section's Committee on Rules of Criminal Procedure and Evidence. Rule 104(b) is
intended to accomplish two purposes.
First, it carries forward the ABA proposal by placing upon the proponent or
contestant of a privilege the ultimate burden of persuasion "more probably true than
not" rather than simply the production of evidence because of the importance which
the existence of a privilege has in the trial of an issue of fact. It is true, at least at
the federal level, that codification of an evidentiary burden is an issue which is open
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2001
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to dispute with one commentator taking the position that "[tihe absence of any test
.. has the advantage of leaving the question for the good sense of the trial judge."
See 2 Weinstein's Evidence,
503-121 (1992). See further, the opinion of the
Supreme Court of the United States in United States v. Zolin, 491 U.S. 554, 109
S.Ct. 2619, 105 LEd. 2d 469, n. 7 (1989), in which the Court deferred a decision
on the issue. At the same time, if determining the existence of a privilege is a
critical decision in the trial, requiring this minimal degree of persuasion provides
both guidance to the court and emphasizes the importance of the admissibility issue
when the existence of a privilege is involved.
Second, the proposed amendment also deals with the anomaly in Rule 104(a) that
arguably forecloses the disclosure of privileged matter in determining the existence
of a privilege by providing that "[i]n making its determination ...[the court] is not
bound by the rules of evidence except those with respect to privileges." The
amendment addresses this problem by providing for disclosure of the privileged
matter "outside the presence of any other person." This language in the black letter
is employed in lieu of the language "in camera" sometimes employed to describe
a judge's private review of evidentiary material. The terminology "in camera" is
sometimes used to describe a court's private review of files without the presence of
the parties, their attorneys, or spectators. See State v. Warren, 304 Or. 428. 746
P.2d 711 (1987). However, this is not invariably the case. The term "in camera" is
sometimes used to describe a hearing outside the presence of the jury or unnecessary spectators. See Wofford v. State 903 S.W.2d 796 (Tex. App. 1995). Accordingly, the rule contains the more specific language to describe the type of review
authorized under Rule 104(b). However, the discretion accorded to the trial court
in reviewing the material outside the presence of any other person is not unfettered.
The rule requires that the court find that "there is a factual basis to support a good
faith belief that a review of the allegedly privilege material is necessary .... ." See
United States v. Zolin, 491 U.S. 554, 109 S.Ct. 2619, 105 L.Ed.2d 469 (1989) to the
same effect.
RULE 105. LIMITED ADMISSIBILITY.
*.efte erIf evidence whieh that is admissible as to one party or for one purpose
but not admissible as to another party or for another purpose is admitted, the court,
upon request, shall restrict the evidence to its proper scope and instruct the jury
accordingly.
COMMENT
This rule is not intended to affect a power of a court to order a severance or
separate trial of issues in a multi-party case.

RULE 106. REMAINDER OF, OR RELATED, WRTNGS OR RECORDED
w
RECORD.
...
tee If a witing,r reeeded statcmeftt record or part thereof is introduced
by a party, an adverse party may require him the introduction at that time 4e
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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i -eduee of any other part or any other writing er rezer-ded Ctnzmnt whieh record

that in fairness ought to be considered contemporaneously with it.
COMMENT
A determination of what constitutes "fairness" includes consideration of
completeness and relevancy as well as possible unfair prejudice.
ARTICLE I.
JUDICIAL NOTICE
RULE 201. JUDICIAL NOTICE OF ADJUDICATIVE FACTS.
(a) Scope of rule. This rule governs only judicial notice of adjudicative facts.

(b) Kinds of facts. A judicially noticed fact must be one that is not subject to
reasonable dispute intt because it is: either-

(1) generally known within the territorial jurisdiction of the trial court; or
(2) capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose
accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned.
(c) When discretionary. A court may take judicial notice, whether requested or
not.
(d) When mandatory. A court shall take judicial notice if requested by a party
and supplied with the necessary information.
(e) Opportunity to be heard. A party is entitled upon timely request to an
opportunity to be heard as to the propriety of taking judicial notice and the tenor of
the matter noticed. In the absence of p ier-earlier notification, the request may be
made after judicial notice has been taken.
(f) Time of taking notice. Judicial notice may be taken at any stage of the
proceeding.
(g) Instructing jury. The court shall instruct the jury to accept as conclusive .
a fact judicially noticed.
ARTICLE III.
PRESUMPTIONS
RULE 301. PRESUMPTIONS IN GENERAL; IN CIIL ACTIONS AND
DEFINITIONS.
PQOEEDR;
(a) Effc't. in all afits and prreecdings not otherwis provided

r...

....e

or: by these Faies, a przsa~inpir impeses en the party against whezm it is dirzctzd
the berden of preying that the nenexistenee ef the presumed faet is fnerz przbable
thant its existesee.
If presumptlons erz inecnsistznt, the presurnptier.
Pnoni
~~mpfiens.
esa
(bz)
applies that is fcunded upen weightier eensideratiens ef pclizy. IJf eensidefetiens
p...
ef policy ar. of -qua. weight neither- prz..... .
In this article:
(1) "Basic fact" means a fact or group of facts that give rise to a presumption.
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(2) "Inconsistent presumption" means that the presumed fact of one presumption
is inconsistent with the presumed fact of another presumption.
(3) "Presumed fact" means a fact that is assumed upon the finding of a basic fact.
(4) "Presumption" means that when a basic fact is found to exist, the presumed
fact is assumed to exist until the nonexistence of the presumed fact is determined
as provided in Rules 302 and 303.
COMMENT
This definitions rule is intended to circumvent the various confusing uses of the
word "presumption" and clarify its meaning by confining its use to what has been
known and applied traditionally as a "rebuttable presumption." In addition to
defining the terms "basic fact" and "presumed fact," a "presumption" is given a
rebuttable effect by defining the word in Rule 301(4) to mean that the presumed
fact of the presumption is assumed to exist until it is determined not to exist as
provided in Rule 302 governing the effect of presumptions in civil cases or Rule
303 governing the effect of presumptions in criminal cases.
RULE 302. APPLIABRLITY OF FEDERA

PR GEDR!G

LAWIN

T
CLIN
ACTIONS
I
ANDTT

EFFECT OF PRESUMPTIONS IN CIVIL CASES.

in i.il aein and
. p....dings, the ffee. of a przzumpticn rcpceting a fa t
whieh is an elemeont ef a elaim er defense as to whieh federal law supplies the rub
ef dccisicr. is detefrmincd in accordanee with fcdera law.
(a) General rule. In a civil action or proceeding, unless otherwise provided by
statute, judicial decision, or these rules, a presumption imposes on the party against
whom it is directed the burden of proving that the nonexistence of the presumed
fact is more probable than its existence.
(b) Inconsistent presumptions. If presumptions are inconsistent, the presumption
applies that is founded upon weightier considerations of policy. If considerations
of policy are of equal weight, neither presumption applies.
(c)Effect if federal law provides the rule of decision. The effect of presumption
respecting a fact that is an element of a claim or defense as to which federal law
provides the rule of decision is determined in accordance with federal law.
COMMENT
Rule 302(a) in its amended form governs the effect of presumptions in civil cases
by retaining former Uniform Rule 301 providing that a presumption, unless
otherwise provided by statute, judicial decision, or these rules, imposes upon the
party against whom it is directed the burden of proving that the nonexistence of the
presumed fact is more probable than its existence. The reasons for giving this effect
to rebuttable presumptions are set forth in the United States Supreme Court
Advisory Committee's Note, 56 F.R.D. 183 (1972).
Rule 302(b) deals with the effect of inconsistent presumptions and retains the
effect of former Rule 301(b) by providing that the presumption applies that is
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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founded on weightier policy considerations. Neither presumption applies if the
presumptions are based upon policy considerations of equal weight.
Rule 302(c) incorporates former Uniform Rule 302 providing for the effect of
presumptions when federal law supplies the rule of decision. Parallel jurisdiction
in state and federal courts exists in many instances. The modification of Rule
302(c) is made in recognition of this situation. The rule prescribes that when a
federally created right is litigated in a state court, any prescribed federal
presumption shall be applied.
RULE 303. SCOPE AND EFFECT OF PRESUMPTIONS IN CRIMINAL CASES.
(a) Scope. Except as otherwise provided by statute, in crieminal cze, or judicial
decision, this rule governs presumptions against an accused in criminal cases,
recognized at common law or created by statute, including statutory provisions that
certain facts are prima facie evidence of other facts or of guilt, arc gevernad by thia
r-ge.
(b) Submission to jury. The court is net auther.c
i
tz may not direct the jury to
find a presumed fact against 4he an accused. If a presumed fact establishes guilteor
is an element of the offense, or negatii'e negates a defense, the court may submit
the question of guilt or of the existence of the presumed fact to the jury, but only
if a reasonable juror on the evidence as a whole, including the evidence of the basic
fet&fact, could find guilt or the presumed fact beyond a reasonable doubt. If the
presumed fact has a lesser effect, the question of its existence may be submitted to
the jury proeided if the basic faets ae fact is supported by substantial evidence or
aee is otherwise established, unless the court determines that a reasonable juror
could not find on the evidence as a whole eceuld nte find the existence of the
presumed fact.
Instructing the jury. Whenever- At the time the existence of a presumed fact
against the accused is submitted to the jury, the court shall instruct the jury that it
may regard the basic faea fact as sufficient evidence of the presumed fact but is not
required to do so. In addition, if the a presumed fact establishes guilt, of is an
element of the offense, or negatives negates a defense, the court shall instruct the
jury that its existence, on all the evidence, must be proved beyond a reasonable
doubt.
COMMENT
Rule 303 retains the substance of former Uniform Rule 303 which is the same
in substance as Proposed Rule 303 of the Federal Rules of Evidence. The rule
provides that the effect of a presumption in a criminal case is permissive only by
providing that the court may not direct the jury to find a presumed fact against an
accused. If the court submits the question of the existence of a presumed fact to the
jury, it shall instruct the jury that it may regard the basic fact as sufficient evidence
of the presumed fact but is not required to do so. The permissive effect given to a
presumption in criminal cases under Rule 303 is constitutionally in accord with this
lesser effect to be given presumptions in criminal cases without incorporating the
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complexities associated with the allocation of the burden of producing evidence or
of persuasion where a presumption is found to be mandatory. See County Court of
Ulster County v. Allen, 442 U.S. 140, 99 S.Ct. 2213, 60 L.Ed.2d 777 (1979),
Sandstrom v. Montana, 442 U.S. 510, 99 S.Ct. 2450, 61 L.Ed.2d 39 (1979) and
Francis v. Franklin, 471 U.S. 307, 105 S.Ct. 1965, 85 L.Ed.2d 344 (1985).
ARTICLE IV.
RELEVANCY AND ITS LIMITS
RULE 401. DEFINITION OF "RELEVANT EVIDENCE."
In this article, "Releyntk relevant evidence" means evidence having any tendency
to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the
action more probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence.
RULE 402. RELEVANT EVIDENCE GENERALLY ADMISSIBLE; IRRELEVANT EVIDENCE INADMISSIBLE.
All relevant evidence is admissible, except as otherwise provided by statute, er
by these rules or by other rules applicable in the courts of this State. Evidence
whieh that is not relevant is not admissible.
RULE 403. EXCLUSION OF RELEVANT EVIDENCE ON GROUNDS OF
PREJUDICE, CONFUSION, OR WASTE OF TIME.
Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or
misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless
presentation of cumulative evidence.
RULE 404. CHARACTER EVIDENCE NOT ADMISSIBLE TO PROVE
CONDUCT-EXCEPTIONS: OTHER CRIMES.
(a) Character evidence generally. Evidence of a person's character or a trait of
h6 character is not admissible for the purpose of proving that he aeted the person
acted in conformity therewith on a particular occasion, except:
(1) ChamCtzr cf mazu-zd. .R4denee evidence of a pertinent trait of his the
accused's character offered by an accused, or by the prosecution to rebut the-same
that evidence;
(2) .har.tr of 'vieim.
... ide...
evidence of a pertinent trait of character of the
alleged victim of the crime offered by an accusedor by the prosecution to rebut the
same that evidence, or evidence of a character trait of peacefulness of the alleged
victim offered by the prosecution in a homicide case to rebut evidence that the
alleged victim was the first aggressor; and
(3) Ch-raeter Cf witnes. -Evideeee evidence of the character of a witness, as
provided in Rules 607, 608,. and 609.
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(b) Other crimes, wrongs, or acts. Evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts is
not admissible to prove the character of a person in order to show that he aetd .he
person acted in conformity therewith. However, it may R may, how r be
admissible for ether pupeses another purpose, such as proof of motive, opportunity,
intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident.
(c) Determination of admissibility. Evidence is not admissible under subdivision
(b) unless:
(1) the proponent gives to all adverse parties reasonable notice in advance of trial,
or during trial if the court excuses pretrial notice for good cause shown, of the
nature of the evidence the proponent intends to introduce at trial;
(2) if offered against an accused in a criminal case, the court conducts a hearing
to determine the admissibility of the evidence and finds:
(A) by clear and convincing evidence, that the other crime, wrong, or act was
committed;
(B) that the evidence is relevant to a purpose for which the evidence is admissible
under subdivision (b); and
(C) that the probative value of the evidence outweighs the danger of unfair
preiudice; and
(3) upon the request of a party, the court gives an instruction on the limited
admissibility of the evidence pursuant to Rule 105.
COMMENT
Rule 404 has been amended to add a subdivision (c) to incorporate procedural
guidelines to govern the admissibility of other crimes wrongs, or acts evidence when
it is offered for one of the permissible purposes authorized by Rule 404(b) and
reflect in black letter a substantial body of decisional law existing among the several
states The notice provision in Rule 404(c)(1) applies to any party seeking to offer
the evidence in any case, civil or criminal, without requiring a request by the
accused, or any other party.
Rules 404(c)(2) through (c)(3) apply in criminal cases only when offered against
an accused. The procedural provisions would then have to be satisfied before
evidence could be admitted for one of the exceptional purposes authorized in Rule
404(b). Subdivision (c)(2) requires the trial court to conduct a hearing to determine
the admissibility of the evidence and determine as a preliminary question for the
court that the other crime, wrong, or act was committed. Subdivisions (c)(2(A)
through (C) also require that the court find by the clear and convincing evidence
standard of persuasion that the other crime, wrong, or act was committed, is
relevant to a purpose for which the evidence is admissible under Rule 404(b) other
than conduct conforming with a character trait and that the probative value of the
evidence outweighs the danger of unfair prejudice.
Subdivision (c)(3) provides that upon the request of a party the court shall give
an instruction on the limited admissibility of the evidence pursuant to Uniform Rule
105. This approach is preferable for three reasons. First, it gives the party against
whom the evidence is being admitted the discretion of deciding whether a limiting
instruction ought to be given against the risk of unnecessarily emphasizing the
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limited purpose for which the evidence is being admitted. Second, at the same time,
it requires the trial court to give the instruction when requested by a party. Third,
it emphasizes the importance of a party considering, and the court giving, a limiting
instruction because of the risks associated with the admission of other crimes,
wrongs, or acts evidence.
RULE 405. METHODS OF PROVING CHARACTER.
(a) Reputation or opinion. In all ccas in which If evidence of character or a trait
of character of a person is admissible, proof may be made by testimony as to
reputation or by festfimney in the form of ee opinion. On cross-examination, inquiry
is allowable into relevant specific instances of conduct.
Specific instances of conduct. in ecs in which If character or a trait of character
of a person is an essential element of a charge, claim, or defense, proof may also
be made of specific instances of 16 the person's conduct.
RULE 406. HABiT. ROUTINE PRACTICE.
(a) Admissibility. Evidence of the habit of a-persen an individual or of the
routine practice of an efganipat" a person other than an individual, whether
corroborated or not and regardless of the presence of eyewitnesses, is relevant to
prove that the conduct of the pefsen individual or efgeinizadiea other person on a
particular occasion was in conformity with the habit or routine practice.
(b) Method of proof. Habit or routine practice may be proved by testimony in the
form of an opinion or by specific instances of conduct sufficient in number to
warrant a finding that the habit existed or that the practice was routine.
RULE 407. SUBSEQUENT REMEDIAL MEASURES.
...
eei.. If, after an event, measures are taken vhieh that, if taken previously,
would have made the eveat iniury or harm less likely to occur, evidence of the
subsequent measures is not admissible to prove negligence, ei culpable conduct,fr
r.nnecfiz." with th z't.a defect in a product, a defect in a product's design, or
- c luin ef
qu...the
. not
.
a need for a warning or instruction. Thisz ru does
e';idenee Evidence of subsequent measures may be admissible if offered for another
purpose, such as preving impeachment or, if controverted, proof of ownership,
control, or feasibility of precautionary measures, if ceitrfc-'eted, r impalih....
An event includes the sale of a product to a user or consumer.
COMMENT
Rule 407 has been amended to make the rule applicable to products liability cases
even though the states are almost evenly divided on the issue. Nevertheless, the rule
as amended reflects the judgment of the Conference that the policy supporting the
exclusion of evidence of subsequent remedial measures ought to apply to products
liability cases as well as to negligence actions unless the evidence is offered for one
or the other of the purposes set forth in the second sentence of the rule. An "event,"
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as used in the rule, is defined in the last sentence to include "the sale of a product
to a user or consumer" and also reflects the judgment of the Conference that the
rule ought to apply to pre-accident, post-manufacturing remedial measures as well
as to post-accident remedial measures. The rule thereby provides an incentive to
take remedial measures before the injury, or harm, giving rise to the cause of action
has occurred.
RULE 408. COMPROMISE AND OFFERS TO COMPROMISE.
Evidence of <4-) furnishing, offering, ef promising to furnish, or f2 accepting,
offering, or promising to accept, a valuable consideration in compromising or
attempting to compromise a claim whieh that was disputed as to either validity or
amount- is not admissible to prove liability, for, invalidity of, or amount of the
claim, or any other claim. Evidence of conduct or statements made in compromise
negotiations is likewise not admissible. This rule does not require the exclusion of
af& evidence otherwise discoverable merely because it is presented in the course of
compromise negotiations. This rule also does not require exclusion if the evidence
is offered for another purpose, such as proving bias or prejudice of a witness,
fiegativing negating a contention of undue delay, or proving an effort to obstruct a
criminal investigation or prosecution. Cmp.m
ng.iatiens
.
n..mpms..

fnediaien.
COMMENT
Rule 408 has been adopted as amended in 1988 with the exception of the last
sentence "[c]ompromise negotiations encompass mediation." As amended the rule
is silent with respect to the forms of voluntary dispute resolution in which
compromise negotiations falling within the rule can be conducted. The rule thus
avoids any attempt at uniformity with respect to what constitutes inadmissible
compromise negotiations in voluntary dispute resolution mechanisms, an area with
respect to which there is considerable disagreement from state to state. This is left
to state statutory or decisional law on a case-by-case basis.
RULE 409. PAYMENT OF MEDICAL AND SIMILAR EXPENSES.
Evidence of furnishing, offering or promising to pay medical, hospital, or similar
expenses occasioned by an injury is not admissible to prove liability for the injury.
RULE 410. Vi
,iDRAWN
PLEAS AND OFFERS INADMISSIBILITY OF
PLEAS, PLEA DISCUSSIONS, AND RELATED STATEMENTS.
Eviden
.
f a plea later withdrawn, ef guilty, r --faisin fthe eharg, er n...
.
.nt.nd
, or. an
se te ploa
.f to
,ffer
the erimo eharged er any ethererim, or
.f
m.nt
.t ...
made in eenne.tie.. with any ef the fcr.ging withdrawn
.r
pleas
effcrs, is net admissible in any ivil or er-kinal aetien, ease, or pr-eeeding against
the perooen who made the plea er offcr.
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(a) General. Except as otherwise provided in subdivision (b), evidence of the
following is not admissible in a civil or criminal proceeding against the defendant
who made the plea or was a participant in the plea discussions:
(1) a plea of guilty that was later withdrawn;
(2) a plea of nolo contendere;
(3) a statement made in the course of any proceedings under Rule 11 of the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, [Rules 443 and 444 of the Uniform Rules of
Criminal Procedure, or comparable state procedure of this or any other Statel
regarding either of the foregoing pleas; and
(4) a statement made in the course of plea discussions with an attorney for the
prosecuting authority which do not result in a plea of guilty or which result in a
plea of guilty later withdrawn.
(b) Exceptions. A statement described in subdivision (a) is admissible:
(1) in a proceeding in which another statement made in the course of the same
plea or plea discussions has been introduced and, in fairness, the statement should
be considered contemporaneously with the other statement; and
(2) in a criminal proceeding for perjury or false statement if the statement was
made by the defendant under oath, on the record, and in the presence of counsel.
COMMENT
Rule 410, with changes in format, has been amended by substituting the
substance of revised Rule 410 of the Federal Rules of Evidence which became
effective December 1, 1980, for the former Rule 410 excluding evidence of
withdrawn pleas, offers to plead and statements made in connection with any such
pleas or offers to plead. Most of the litigation throughout the several states has
centered on the statements that are made during the plea negotiation process and the
persons to whom such statements must be made to determine whether the statutory
ban on the admission of evidence of such negotiations is applicable. In the latter
case, interpretive difficulties have been encountered in determining whether
statements made to persons other than attorneys for the prosecuting authorities fall
within the exclusionary rule. This problem is avoided in Rule 410 by providing only
for the exclusion of "any statement made in the course of plea discussions with an
attorney for the prosecuting authority which do not result in a plea of guilty or
which result in a plea of guilty later withdrawn."
RULE 411. LIABILITY INSURANCE.
Evidence that a person was or was not insured against liability is not admissible
upon the issue as to whether 4te the person acted negligently or otherwise
wrongfully. This rule does not require the exclusion of evidence of insurance
against liability when offered for another purpose, such as proof of agency,
ownership, or control, or bias or prejudice of a witness.
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469

RULE 412. SEXUAL BEHAVIOR.

(a) 'When inadmnissible. 4n a eriminal ease int whieh a pc.
acuc
sed f a
sexual offense against anether persea, the fleic
_n
:c nc . . sible:
(1) R ptatic ..
zcxtal
.ffca1.
behavier ef

........... E iden.
f rptan
,r
vietim.- f tc sexual
alleged.

.pini. regarding other

(2) Speeifie instancca. E-idenee of speeifie instanccs ef sexual behavier ef an
alleged vielint wit persns ether theft t maccucd effcred en the issue ef whether
the alleged vitin thisnted t

thseual

behavir

with reapt te the seual

effefie-allegedsb) Eeepden
a
is-oT

rin dida incluing the melindin f evidence (i)rf
Fie intanc f sexual ec hair r ifeffa d fcr a puose cther than the istou
of menarnt, ineluding peuf of the sreds of sitmn, pregnany, sxa ides o,
mital,
rd
thcintet of
theaemcd; (ii) fan Allgtiens Cf seo al Cffcnses; er (idem
sxual bhvier wit peuna ether than the aeeusd
l
whih ar et tha time rf the
prvent giivng risi t the xual dff),in allcgdi.
(a) Definition. In this rule, "sexual behavior" means behavior relating to the
sexual activities of an individual, including the individual's experience or
observation of sexual intercourse or sexual contact, use of contraceptives, history
of marriage or divorce, sexual predisposition, expressions of sexual ideas or
emotions, and activities of the mind such as fantasies or dreams.
(b) Evidence of sexual behavior generally inadmissible. Except as otherwise

provided in subdivisions (c) and (d), in a criminal proceeding involving the alleged
sexual misconduct of an accused, evidence may not be admitted to prove that the
alleged victim engaged in other sexual behavior.
(c) Exceptions. Evidence of specific instances of an alleged victim's sexual
behavior, if otherwise admissible under these rules, is admissible to prove:
(1) that a person other than the accused was the source of the semen, injury,

disease, other physical evidence, or pregnancy:
(2) that a person other than the accused was the source of the alleged victim's
knowledize of sexual behavior;
(3) consent, if the alleged victim's sexual behavior involved the accused or
constituted conduct so distinctive and which so closely resembles the accused's
version of the sexual behavior of the alleged victim at the time of the alleged sexual
misconduct that it corroborates the accused;'s clam of reasonable belief that the
alleged victim consented to the alleged misconduct; or
(4) a fact of consequence whose exclusion would violate the constitutional rights
of the accused.
(d) Procedure to determine admissibility. Evidence is not admissible under
subdivision (c) unless:
(1) the proponent gives to all parties and to the alleged victim, or the alleged
victim's guardian or representative, reasonable notice in advance of trial, or during
trial if the court excuses pretrial notice for good cause shown, of the nature of such
evidence the proponent intends to introduce at trial;
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(2) the court conducts a hearing in chambers, affords the alleged victim and the
parties a right to attend the hearing and be heard, and finds:
(A) that the evidence is relevant to a fact of consequence for which the evidence
is admissible under subdivision (c); and
(B) that the probative value of the evidence is not substantially outweighed by the
danger of harm to the alleged victim or of unfair prejudice to any party; and
(3) upon request, the court gives an instruction on the limited admissibility of the
evidence, pursuant to Rule 105.
COMMENT
Rule 412 constitutes a new rule providing for the exclusion in a criminal
proceeding involving the alleged sexual misconduct of an accused of evidence of
the past sexual behavior of the alleged victim. There are six features of Rule 412
that deserve comment. First, the applicability of the rule is limited to criminal cases
and is consistent in this respect with the overwhelming majority rule among the
several states. Applying Rule 412 in all criminal cases seems obvious in view of
the strong social policy of protect.ing the privacy of victims of sexual misconduct,
as well as encouraging victims to report criminal acts of sexual misconduct. It is
less clear whether the rule should apply in the civil context in view of the few state
jurisdictions which inconsistently apply the exclusionary rule in such proceedings.
For these reasons a rule has been adopted which applies only to criminal
proceedings.
Second, consistently with state jurisdictions, Rule 412 employs and broadly
defines the term "sexual behavior" for the broadest type of protection to alleged
victims of sexual misconduct of an accused.
Third, Rule 412 applies only to the "alleged victims" of sexual misconduct. This
terminology is used because there will frequently be a dispute as to whether the
alleged sexual misconduct occurred. However, the rule does not apply unless the
person against whom the evidence is offered can reasonably be characterized as a
victim of the alleged sexual misconduct. In addition, and consistently with the
statutory rules in force in most of the states, Rule 412 applies only where the
accused is a party to the proceeding on the complaint of the victim of the alleged
sexual misconduct.
Fourth, Rule 412 seeks to achieve its objectives by affording the broadest possible
protection to alleged victims of sexual misconduct, whether offered as substantive
evidence or for impeachment, unless permitted under one of the designated
exceptions set forth in subdivision (c).
Fifth, generally speaking, the exceptions to the general rule excluding evidence
of the sexual behavior of an alleged victim are narrower than in former Rule 412.
Subdivision (c)(1) admitting specific instances of the alleged victim's sexual
behavior to prove that a person other than the accused was the source of the semen,
injury, disease, other physical evidence, or pregnancy is consistent with former
Uniform Rule 412 and is a commonly recognized exception throughout the several
states.
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The exception in subdivision (c)(2) admitting specific instances of an alleged
victim's sexual behavior to prove that a person other than the accused was the
source of the alleged victim's knowledge of sexual behavior applies where that
victim's knowledge of sexual behavior is unusual, given the age, intelligence, or
level of experience of the victim. At the same time, this exception should not be
read so broadly as to permit the introduction of evidence of other sexual behavior
that has not been raised as an issue in the case. Balancing the relevancy of the
evidence against the danger of unfair prejudice under Uniform Rules 401 and 403
is also required in determining the admissibility of the evidence under subdivision
(c)(2).
Subdivision (c)(3) is intended to facilitate proof of consent to the sexual behavior
where it has been made an issue in the case. See Model Penal Code § 2.11(1)
providing that consent is a defense to a crime "if such consent negatives an element
of the offense" or if it "precludes the infliction of the harm or evil sought to be
prevented by the law defining the offense." The defense is based upon the general
rule that mistake of fact will disprove a crime if the mistaken belief is honestly
entertained, based upon reasonable grounds and is of such a nature that the conduct
would have been lawful and proper if the facts had been as they reasonably seemed
to be. See Perkins and Boyce, Criminal Law 1045 (3d ed. 1982). However, even
if the sexual behavior involved the accused it is not automatically admissible. The
factors of remoteness and similarity should be considered in determining the
relevancy of the alleged victim's sexual behavior with the accused, as well as
determining whether the relevancy of the evidence is substantially outweighed by
the danger of unfair prejudice within the meaning of Uniform Rules 401 and 403.
If the sexual behavior involved the alleged victim's sexual behavior with a person
other than the accused it must be so distinctive and so closely resemble the
accused's version of the sexual behavior of the alleged victim with the accused that
it corroborates the accused's claim of reasonable belief that the alleged victim had
consented to the alleged sexual misconduct. As in the case of consent based upon
the past sexual behavior of the accused, the rule also requires a Uniform Rule 401
and 403 balancing process in the determining the admissibility of the evidence of
sexual behavior of the alleged victim with a person other than the accused.
The exception in subdivision (c)(4) provides that specific instances of the alleged
victim's sexual behavior is admissible to prove "a fact of consequence the exclusion
of which would violate the constitutional rights of the accused." This exception is
based upon the recognition of the Supreme Court of the United States that an
accused may have a right to introduce evidence pursuant to the Confrontation
Clause which would otherwise be precluded by an evidence rule. See Olden v.
Kentucky, 488 U.S. 227, 109 S.Ct. 480, 102 L.Ed.2d 513 (1988), in which the
Court held that a defendant in his prosecution for rape had a right to inquire into
the alleged victim's cohabitation with another man to prove bias. If the evidence is
constitutionally required it is admissible without regard to the balancing process
provided for in the procedural rules of subdivision (d).
The procedural rules set forth in subdivision (d) requiring the giving of notice,
holding a hearing in chambers to determine the admissibility of the evidence, a
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finding that the evidence is relevant to a fact of consequence for which it is offered,
a finding that the relevancy of the evidence is not substantially outweighed by the
danger of unfair prejudice and the giving of a limiting instruction are consistent
with, though not necessarily identical to, varying procedural rules in force in the
several states.
ARTICLE V.
PRIVILEGES
RULE 501. PRIVILEGES RECOGNIZED ONLY AS PROVIDED.
Except as otherwise provided by constitution or statute or by these or other rules
promulgated by [the Supreme Court of this State], no person has a privilege to:
(1) refuse to be a witness;
(2) refuse to disclose any matter;
(3) refuse to produce any object or w itig record; or
(4) prevent another from being a witness or disclosing any matter or producing
any object or wriifing rer
COMMENT
The word "record" has been substituted for the word "writing." See the Comment
to Rule 101.
RULE 502. LAWYER-CLIENT PRIVILEGE.
Definitions. As -u.ed in In this rule:
n, a".
.. itin,
p.a...
(1) "Client" means a person, ineluding a publi cff er,
for whom
is
rndef
h
either publi r private, ..
er entity,
.ganizatin
or.other
a lawyer
consults
or
who
a lawyer renders professional legal services by a lawyer,
the
lawyer.
from
services
legal
professional
with a view to obtaining
(*-(2) A communication is "confidential" if it is not intended to be disclosed to
third persons other than those to whom disclosure is made in furtherance of the
rendition of professional legal services to the client or those reasonably necessary
for the transmission of the communication.
(3) "Lawyer" means a person authorized, or reasonably believed by the client to
be authorized, to engage in the practice of law in any ste State or iaetie country.
(2)-J4. "Representative of the client" means i a person having authority to
obtain professional legal services, or to act on legal advice thefeby rendered, on
behalf of the client or (A). wtyethe- a person who, for the purpose of effectuating
legal representation for the client, makes or receives a confidential communication
while acting in the scope of employment for the client.
(4)(5)"Representative of the lawyer" means a person employed, or reasonably
believed by the client to be employed, by the lawyer to assist the lawyer in
rendering professional legal services.
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(b) General rule of privilege. A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to
prevent any other person from disclosing a confidential communication made for the
purpose of facilitating the rendition of professional legal services to the client:
()Ll between the client or a representative of the client and the client's lawyer
or a representative of the lawyerfi
(H)(2 between the lawyer and a representative of the lawyer;
fi( by the client or a representative of the client or the client's lawyer or a
representative of the lawyer to a lawyer or a representative of a lawyer representing
another party in a pending action and concerning a matter of common interest
thereinj.
ki*9(41 between representatives of the client or between the client and a
representative of the client; or
(vX51 among lawyers and their representatives representing the same client.
(c) Who may claim 4he privilege. The privilege under this rule may be claimed
by the client, the client's guardian or conservator, the personal representative of a
deceased client, or the successor, trustee, or similar representative of a corporation,
association, or other organization, whether or not in existence. -he A person who
was the lawyer or the lawyer's representative at the time of the communication is
presumed to have authority to claim the privilege, but only on behalf of the client.
(d) Exceptions. There is no privilege under this rule:
(1) FuFheranee ef erime er fraud. -4fif the services of the lawyer were sought or
obtained to enable or aid anyone to commit or plan to commit what the client knew
or reasonably should have known to-be was a crime or fraukj.
(2) Claimants thrugh samC dezeaanzz P'iznt. -A.C as to a communication relevant
to an issue between parties who claim through the same deceased client, regardless
of whether the claims are by testate or intestate succession or by transaction inter
vivos.-1
(3) Breach ef duty by a l.,yr cr, eent. A as to a communication relevant to
an issue of breach of duty by a lawyer to the client or by a client to the lawyer.(4) as to a communication necessary for a lawyer to defend in a legal proceeding
an accusation that the lawyer assisted the client in criminal or fraudulent conduct;
(4) (5) Deam.nt attested
.
by a lay .=6
as to a communication relevant to an
issue concerning an attested document to which the lawyer is an attesting witness-.
(5) (6) J int CliCnts. .A as to a communication relevant to a matter of common
interest between or among two or more clients if the communication was made by
any of them to a lawyer retained or consulted in common, when offered in an action
between or among any of the clients.; or
(6X7 PubliC QffiCr Cr Agney. -A as to a communication between a public
officer or agency and its lawyers unless the communication concerns a pending
investigation, claim, or action and the court determines that disclosure will seriously
impair the ability of the public officer or agency to preeess act upon the claim or
conduct a pending investigation, litigation, or proceeding in the public interest.
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COMMENT
The language, "or reasonably believed by the client to be employed," is added in
subdivision (a)(5) to assure that the client does not lose the benefit of the privilege
in situations where a representative of a lawyer is not in the employment of the
lawyer, but is nevertheless reasonably believed by the client to be employed by the
lawyer at the time of the communication intended by the client to be confidential.
While the test in this subdivision, as in subdivision (a)(3), is partially subjective, it
is not totally subjective since there must be some reasonable basis for the belief.
Rule 502 has also been amended to include a subdivision (d)(4) providing that
there is no privilege under the rule "as to a communication necessary for a lawyer
to defend in a legal proceeding a charge that the lawyer assisted the client in
criminal or fraudulent conduct." Access to otherwise privileged communications
seems essential if the lawyer is defending a charge of assisting a client in criminal
or fraudulent conduct.
4"- PAXES..T P.....E..
RULE 503. :::"IGIAN AND P ..G'zirnnr"
[PHYSICIAN AND PSYCHOTHERAPISTI
[PSYCHOTHERAPIST]
[PHYSICIAN AND MENTAL-HEALTH PROVIDER1 [MENTAL-HEALTH
PROVIDER] PATIENT PRIVILEGE.
(a) Definitions. As -sed- in In this rule:
(4* (L A communication is "confidential" if it is not intended to be disclosed to
third persons, except those persna present to further the interest of the patient in
the consultation, examination, or interview, those pesen reasonably necessary for
the transmission of the communication, et and persons who are participating in the
a
diagnosis and treatment of the patient under the direction of the-fphysieil--:.
Jpsychotherapistl [physician or psychotherapisti [physician or mental-health
provider] [mental-health provider], including members of the patient's family.
[(2) "Mental-health provider" means a person authorized, in any State or country,
or reasonably believed by the patient to be authorized, to engage in the diagnosis
or treatment of a mental or emotional condition, including addiction to alcohol or

drugs.]
k - Li2I]
A ".pa.f nt" iz pcrz "Patient" means an individual who consults
or is examined or interviewed by a -fpieian,-eF3 psychotherapistl [physician or
psychotherapist] [physician or mental-health provider] [mental-health provideril.
[(--3 (4) A , ,aieia." 6 "Physician" means a person authorized e, praetiee
rnedieine in any state State or nafien country, or reasonably believed by the patient
-& to be authorized to practice medicine.]
(3- [(3)] r(5). A "pyhzw pist' is (i) "Psychotherapist" means a person
authorized te prectice ,,edicine in any state State or iaetfn country, or reasonably
believed by the patient se to be authorized, to practice medicine, while engaged in
the diagnosis or treatment of a mental or emotional condition, including ,leehel-er
Aeag addiction to alcohol or drugs, or .Ei-) a person licensed or certified
country, or reasonably
.syehelegit under the laws of any ste State or ni e
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believed by the patient to be licensed or certified, as a psychologist, while similarly
engaged..
(b) General rule of privilege. A patient has a privilege to refuse to disclose and
to prevent any other person from disclosing confidential communications made for
the purpose of diagnosis or treatment of hi the patient's [physical,] mentalj, or
... addictien addiction to alcohol or
emotional condition, including aoh- l
drugs, among himself the patient, the patient's physieian-er jpsychotherapistj
[physician or psychotherapist] [physician or mental-health provider] [mental-health
provider] and persons, including members of the patient's family, who are
participating in the diagnosis or treatment under the direction of the [phyieiean, of]
psychotherapistl
a.
br of the paint ..
......
py.h.th. pist, inluding
[physician or psychotherapistl [physician or mental-health provider] [mental-health
providerl.
(c) Who may claim the privilege. The privilege under this rule may be claimed
by the patient, 44& the patient's guardian or conservator, or the personal representative of a deceased patient. The person who was the fphysie^ .. ef
[psychotherapist] [physician or psychotherapist] [physician or mental-health
provider] [mental-health provider] at the time of the communication is presumed to
have authority to claim the privilege, but only on behalf of the patient.
(d) Exceptions. There is no privilege under this rule for a communication:
fr
(1) Preee.dings for hepiftAizatie. -There is n, p-"ilege under this ru
for
the
patient
hospitalize
to
emmunicafienz relevant to an issue in proceedings
mental illness, if the jpsychotherapist] [physician or psychotherapist] [physician or
mental-health provider] [mental-health provider], in the course of diagnosis or
treatment, has determined that the patient is in need of hospitalizationf court. 4f the.. ut.. orders an made in the course of
.
(2) E aminatiec by erdr.
a court-ordered investigation or examination of the [physical,] mental[,] or
.munietie
emotional condition of fe the patient, whether a party or a witness, e.
made in the ccueru therecf are, nt priWilegd under this rule with respect to the
particular purpose for which the examination is ordered, unless the court orders
otherwise.
.
ndcr th-i
(3) "nditon an element of claim r- d ense. ,Thcrc is ni priviboge
rule a to a cfmunicatiefo relevant to an issue of the [physical,] mental[,] or
emotional condition of the patient in any proceeding in which ye- the patient relies
upon the condition as an element of hi6 the patient's claim or defense or, after the
patient's death, in any proceeding in which any party relies upon the condition as
an element of N&the party's claim or defense-.
(4) if the services of the [psychotherapist] [physician or psychotherapist]
[physician or mental-health provider] [mental-health provider] were sought or
obtained to enable or aid anyone to commit or plan to commit what the patient
knew, or reasonably should have known, was a crime or fraud or mental or physical
iniury to the patient or another individual;
(5) in which the patient has expressed an intent to engage in conduct likely to
result in imminent death or serious bodily iniury to the patient or another individual;
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(6) relevant to an issue in a proceeding challenging the competency of the
[psychotherapistl [physician or psychotherapist] [physician or mental-health
provider] [mental-health provider];
(7) relevant to a breach of duty by the [psychotherapist] [physician or
psychotherapist] [physician or mental-health provider [mental-health provider; or
(8) that is subiect to a duty to disclose under [statutory law].
COMMENT
The amendment of Rule 503 to incorporate a "mental-health provider" privilege
is an outgrowth of a belief that some form of a "licensed social worker" privilege
should be incorporated in the Uniform Rules of Evidence to comport, at least in
part, with the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in Jaffee v.
Redmond, 518 U.S. 1, 116 S.Ct. 1923, 135 L.Ed.2d 337 (1996), recognizing what
may be generally described as a "social worker privilege" privilege. However, the
amendment represents a narrower concept of the privilege than a broadly defined
"social worker privilege" which would be fraught with interepretive difficulties and
unnecessarily interfere with litigation in an evidentiary system based largely upon
"the fundamental principle that "the public.., has a right to every. .. [person's]
evidence" and that testimonial privileges "are not lightly created nor expansively
construed, for they are in derogation of the search for truth." See Trammel v.
United States 445 U.S. 40, 50, 100 S.Ct. 906, 912, 63 L.Ed.2d 186 (1980), together
with United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 710, 94 S.Ct. 3090, 3108, 41 L.Ed.2d
1039 (1974). This policy led the Conference to adopt a narrower form of the
privilege denominated a "mental-health provider" privilege protecting only
communications relating to the "treatment of a mental or emotional condition,
including alcohol or drug addiction" and incorporating the privilege in the physician
and psychotherapist-patient privilege of Rule 503.
The exceptions to the privilege established by Rule 503 have also been broadened
in subdivision (d). The exceptions have a generic application, not only to the
mental-health provider privilege, but also to the physician-patient or psychotherapistpatient privilege embraced within the rule as well. The exceptions to the "social
worker privilege" recognized in the several states are numerous and varied.
However, it is believed that most of the exceptions recognized in the several states
will be subsumed under one or the other of the exceptions set forth in amended
Rule 503(d), in particular, under subdivision (d)(8) providing that there is no
privilege under the rule for a communication "that is subject to a duty to disclose
under [statutory law]."
Finally, flexibility for the several states in the adoption of the rule is preserved
through bracketing the provisions relating to the physician-patient, psychotherapistpatient and mental health provider privileges.
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RULE 504. H,rBIN

'VA'Er

'qLESPOUSAL PRIVILEGE.

(a) Confidential communication. A communication is confidential if it is made
privately by an individual to the individual's spouse and is not intended for
disclosure to any other person.
<* (b)Marital communications. An individual has a privilege to refuse to testify
er-to and to prevent his or- he - the individual's spouse or former spouse from
testifying as to any confidential communication made by the individual to the
spouse during their marriage. The privilege may be waived only by the individual
holding the privilege or by the holder's guardian.; or conservator, or the individual's
personal representative if the individual is deceased.
(b (c Spousal testimony in criminal preeeedi g proceeding. The spouse of an
accused in a criminal proceeding has a privilege to refuse to testify against the
accused spouse.
<e* (d) Exceptions. There is no privilege under this rule:
(Din any civil proceeding in which the spouses are adverse parties,.j
(2) in any criminal proceeding in which a primae faeie an unrefuted showing is
made that the spouses acted jointly in the commission of the crime charged-o-ei.
(3) in any proceeding in which one spouse is charged with a crime or tort against
the person or property of i- the other, f4) a minor child of either, (iii) an individual
residing in the household of either, or (iv-) a third person if the crime or tort is
committed in the course of committing a crime or tort against any the ind
-f id a
pr..ieu.ly nw.d in this senten... the other spouse, a minor child of either spouse.
or an individual residing in the household of-either spouse; or
(4) Th a cur may r:fusecto allew in;'catin ef the privizge in any other
proceeding in the discretion of the court, if the interests of a minor child of either
spouse may be adversely affected by invocation of the privilege.
RULE 505. RELIGIOUS PRIVILEGE.
(a) Definitions. As -used-in In this rule:
(I) A "4elrgyna'"-6i "Cleric" means a minister, priest, rabbi, accredited Christian
Science Practitioner, or other similar functionary of a religious organization, or an
individual reasonably believed so to be by the per-sea individual consulting hift the
cleric.
(2) A communication is "confidential" if it is made privately and not intended for
further disclosure except to other persons present in furtherance of the purpose of
the communication.
(b) General rule of privilege. A perren, An individual has a privilege to refuse to
disclose and to prevent another from disclosing a confidential communication by the
person individual to a "elergyman" cleric in hi6 the cleric's professional eharfete
capacity as spiritual adviser.
(c) Who may claim the privilege. The privilege under this rule may be claimed
by the pese.
.by...
an individual or the individual's guardian or conservator, or
by-4is the individual's personal representative if he the individual is deceased. The
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per-son individual who was the "ee~gy.-ian" cleric at the time of the communication
is presumed to have authority to claim the privilege but only on behalf of the
communicant.
RULE 506. POLITICAL VOTE.
(a) General rule of privilege. Every perseft An individual has a privilege to refuse
to disclose the tenor of hi6 the individual's vote at a political election conducted by
secret ballot.
(b) Exceptions. -TI& The privilege under subdivision (a) does not apply if the
court finds that the vote was cast illegally or determines that the disclosure should
be compelled pursuant to [the election laws of the State].
RULE 507. TRADE SECRETS.
A person has a privilege, which may be claimed by hifft the person or hi the
person's agent or employee, to refuse to disclose and to prevent other persons from
disclosing a trade secret owned by 4iim the person, if the allowance of the privilege
will not tend to conceal fraud or otherwise work injustice. If disclosure is directed,
the court shall take such protective measures as the interest of the holder of the
privilege and of the parties and the interests of justice require.
RULE 508. SECRETS OF STATE AND OTHER OFFICIAL INFORMATION;
GOVERNMENTAL PRIVILEGES.
(a) Claim of privilege under law of United States. If the law of the United States
creates a governmental privilege that the courts of this State must recognize under
the Constitution of the United States, the privilege may be claimed as provided by
the law of the United States.
(b) Privileges created by laws of State. No ethee governmental privilege is
recognized except as provided in subdivision (a) or created by the Cznstituticn er
constitution, statutes, or rules of this State.
(c) Effect of sustaining claim. If a claim of governmental privilege is sustained
and it appears that a party is thereby deprived of material evidence, the court shall
make any further orders the interests of justice require, including striking the
testimony of a witness, declaring a mistrial, finding upon an issue as to which the
evidence is relevant, or dismissing the action.
RULE 509. IDENTITY OF INFORMER.
(a) Rule of privilege. The United States or a state er subxivision thereef State has
a privilege to refuse to disclose the identity of a-persei an individual who has
furnished information relating to or essisting assisted in an investigation of a
possible violation of a law to a law enforcement officer or member of a legislative
committee or its staff conducting an investigation.
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(b) Who may claim. The privilege under this rule may be claimed by an
appropriate representative of the publie entity government to which the information
was furnished.
(c) Exceptions. (1) Vlunta-y di el.ur-; infrmr a witn..N prvilge exists
under thi ruJ There is no privilege under this rule if the identity of the informer
or 4t6 the informer's interest in the subject matter of 4& the informer's communication has been disclosed by a holder of the privilege or by the informer's own
action to these persons who would have cause to resent the communication by-&
holder fthe privileg er by the informr-' own actien, or if the informer appears
as a witness for the government.
(d) Procedures. (2) Tstimny n r.l..ant iss..
.
If it appears in the-ase that an
informer may be able to give testimony relevant to ey an issue in a criminal case,
or to a fair determination of a material issue on the merits in a civil case to which
,-ie-entity the government is a party, and the informed publie entity government
invokes the privilege, the court shall give the publie-etity government an
opportunity to show in amefa in chambers facts relevant to deteEmining whether
the informer can, in fact, supply 4h4 the testimony. The showing wig ordinarily will
be in the fcrm ef affidae'its by affidavit, but the court may direct that testimony be
taken if it finds that the matter cannot be resolved satisfactorily upon affidavit. If
the court finds there is a reasonable probability that the informer can give the
testimony, and the publie entity government elects not to disclose h6 the informer's
identity, in criminal cases the court on motion of the defendant or on its own
motion shall grant appropriate relief, which may include one or more of the
following: requiring the prosecuting attorney to comply, granting the defendant
additional time or a continuance, relieving the defendant from making disclosures
otherwise required of hif&the defendant, prohibiting the prosecuting attorney from
introducing specified evidence, and dismissing charges. In civil cases, the court may
make issue any order the interests of justice require. Evidence submitted to the
court selMl must be sealed and preserved to be made available to the appellate court
in the event of an appeal, and the contents shel may not otherwise be revealed
without consent of the informed publie entity government. All counsel and parties
"re p ,'tted * rmay be present at every stage of preeeedings a proceeding under
this subdivision except a showing in camera, at which in chambers, if the court has
determined that no counsel or party sha4 may be ienited te be present.
RULE 510. WAIVER OF PRIVILEGE BY VOLUGTARPY DISCLOSURRE.
(a) Voluntary disclosure. A person upon whom these rules confer a privilege
against disclosure waives the privilege if he the person or 4i the person's
predecessor, while holder of the privilege, voluntarily discloses or consents to
disclosure of any significant part of the privileged matter. This rule does not apply
if the disclosure itself is privileged.
(b) Involuntary disclosure. A claim of privilege is not waived by a disclosure that
was compelled erroneously or made without an opportunity to claim the privilege.
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COMMENT
Uniform Rule 510 has been amended to deal with both the voluntary and
involuntary waiver of a privilege in one comprehensive rule. Existing Rule 511 has
been deleted and Rule 512 has been renumbered as Rule 511. There is no change
in the substance of either of the rules.
RUL 511. 4RP.!I"EGED M.A4TER DISCLOSED UNDER COMPULSION OR.

A elaim of privilege is net defeated by a diselczurc which was (a) eempeled
errrncecmny er (b) faade without eppertunity to elaim ehp~yilege.
COMMENT
Rule 511 has been deleted. See the Comment to Rule 510.
RULE -5- 511. COMMENT UPON OR INFERENCE FROM CLAIM OF
PRIVILEGE; INSTRUCTION.
(a) Comment or inference not permitted. The A claim of e privilege, whether in
the present proceeding or upon a prie, previous occasion, is not a proper subject of
comment by judge or counsel. No inference may be drawn
rhefeffem from the
claim.
(b) Claiming privilege without knowledge ofjury. In jury cases, proceedings shell
must be conducted, to the extent practicable, so as to facilitate the making of claims
of privilege without the knowledge of the jury.
(c) Jury instruction. Upon request, any party against whom the jury might draw
an adverse inference from a claim of privilege is entitled to an instruction that no
inference may be drawn therefrom.
ARTICLE VI.
WITNESSES
RULE 601. GENERAL RULE OF COMPETENCY.
Every persen individual is competent to be a witness except as otherwise
provided in these rules.
RULE 602. LACK OF PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE.
A witness may not testify to a matter unless evidence is introduced sufficient to
support a finding that he the witness has personal knowledge of the matter.
Evidence to prove personal knowledge may, but need not, consist of the witness's
own testimony of thc witcs hi,clf. This rule is subject to the prev'".ienis ef Rule
703, relating to opinion testimony by expert witnesses.
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RULE 603. OATH OR AFFIRMATION.
Before testifying, eyeey each witness shall be rquir,, te must declare under oath
or affirmation that he the witness will testify truthfully- y. The oath or affirmation
must be administered in a form calculated to awaken 4& the witness's conscience
and impress 4& the witness's mind with ht6 the duty to do-se testify truthfully.
RULE 604. INTERPRETERS.
An interpreter is subject to the provisions of these rules relating to qualification
as an expert and the administration of an oath or affirmation hat he will to make
a true te-5l.etief and complete rendition of all communications made during the
interpretive process to the best of the interpreter's knowledge and belief.
COMMENT
Rule 604 has been amended to reflect the interpretive process involved in the
translation of languages. The Rule avoids requiring a conscientious interpreter to
swear or affirm that the translation to be rendered will be a one-hundred percent
true rendition of the statements in the original language. As explained elsewhere
"[t]ranslation [or interpretation] is not a matter of substituting words in one language
for words in another. It is a matter of understanding the thought expressed in one
language and then explaining it using the resources of another language." See
Russian Interpreters Co-op, Cambridge, Mass. (1997)
RULE 605. COMPETENCY OF JUDGE AS WITNESS.
The judge presiding at the a trial may not testify in that trial as a witness. N4o An
objection need not be made in-erder to preserve the point.
RULE 606. COMPETENCY OF JUROR AS WITNESS.
(a) At the trial. A member of the a jury may not testify as a witness before #mt
the jury in the trial of the case in which he the juror is sitting-as--jjur. If he the
juror is called so to testify, the eppesing p rty shall parties must be afforded an
opportunity to object out of the presence of the jury.
(b) Inquiry into validity of verdict or indictment. Upon an inquiry into the
validity of a verdict or indictment the following rules apply:
(1) A juror may not testify aseo any to a matter or statement occurring during
the course of the jury's deliberations or to the effect of anything upon h6 that or
any other juror's mind or emotions as influencing him the juror to assent to or
dissent from the verdict or indictment or concerning h6 the Juror's mental processes
in connection therewith, ,or may hi,.
(2) A iuror's affidavit or evidence of any statement by hit the juror concerning
a matter about which he the juror would be precluded from testifying may not be
received-,bt-q
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(3) A juror may testify en the questie as to whether extraneous prejudicial
information was improperly brought to the jury's attention or whether any outside
influence was improperly brought to bear upon en& a juror.
RULE 607. WHO MAY IMPEACH.
The credibility of a witness may be attacked by any party, including the party
calling him the witness.
RULE 608. EVIDENCE OF CHARACTER AND CONDUCT OF WITNESS.
(a) Opinion and reputation evidence of character. The credibility of a witness
may be attacked or supported by evidence in the form of opinion or reputation, bA
subject to theze lhmitation the following:
(1) the The evidence may refer only to character for truthfulness or untruthfulness, and
(2) eydenee Evidence of truthful character is admissible only after the character
of the witness for truthfulness has been attacked by opinion or reputation evidence
or otherwise.
(b) Specific instances of conduct. Specific instances of the conduct of a witness,
for the purpose of attacking or supporting hi6 the witness's credibility, other than
conviction of crime as provided in Rule 609, may not be proved by extrinsic
evidence. They m.ay, hz wzvr, However, in the discretion of the court, if probative
of truthfulness or untruthfulness, they may be inquired into on cross-examination
of the witness % (i concerning hi6 the witness's character for truthfulness or
untruthfulness, or fe- (ii) concerning the character for truthfulness or untruthfulness
of another witness as to which character the witness being cross-examined has
testified.
(c) Privilege against self-incrimination. The giving of testimony, whether by an
accused or by any other witness, does not operate as a waiver of hi the accused's
or the witness's privilege against self-incrimination when examined with respect to
matters whieh that relate only to credibility.
RULE 609. IMPEACHMENT BY EVIDENCE OF CONVICTION OF CRIME.
(a) General rule. For the purpose of attacking the credibility of a witness-;
idefte:
(1)Evidence that he a witness other than an accused has been convicted of a
crime shcll be admitted but enly is admissible, subject to Rule 403, if the crime (
was punishable by death or imprisonment in excess of one year under the law under
which he the witness was convicted, and evidence that an accused has been
convicted of such a crime is admissible if the court determines that the probative
value of ad'niaeg this the evidence substantially outweighs its prejudieial effct the
danger of unfair prejudice to a
t r, its,
r (-2) inelvzd diszhn..ty or
fala, satetzment, the accused.
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(2) Evidence that a witness has been convicted of a crime of untruthfulness or
falsification is admissible, regardless of punishment, if the statutory elements of the
crime necessarily involve untruthfulness or falsification.
(b) Time limit. Evidence of a conviction undeir t-is -e is not admissible under
this rule if a period of more than +e* 10 years has elapsed since the date of the
conviction or of the release of the witness from the confinement imposed for 4the
the conviction, whichever is the later date, unless the court determines, in the
interests of iustice, that the probative value of evidence of the conviction supported
by specific facts and circumstances substantially outweighs its unfair preiudicial
effect.
(c) Effect of pardon, annulment, or certificate of rehabilitation. Evidence of a
conviction is not admissible under this rule if (44 the conviction has been:
(I) the subject of a pardon, annulment, certificate of rehabilitation, or other
equivalent procedure based on a finding of the rehabilitation of the perse individual
convicted, and that pepsen individual has not been convicted of a subsequent crime
whieh was punishable by death or imprisonment in excess of one year; lor
(2) thez cenvict'in has bccn the subject of a pardon, annulment, or other
equivalent procedure based on a finding of innocence.
(d) Juvenile adjudications. Evidence of a juvenile adjuieatiens adiudication is
generally not admissible under this rule. Except as otherwise provided by statute,
however, in a criminal case the court may in craiminal cAz allow evidence of a
juvenile adjudication of a witness other than the accused if conviction of the offense
would be admissible to attack the credibility of an adult and the court is satisfied
that admission 4* of the evidence is necessary for a fair determination of the issue
of guilt or innocence.
, (e) Pendency of appeal. The pendency of an appeal theifefem from a conviction
does not render evidence of e the conviction inadmissible. Evidence of the
pendency of an appeal is admissible.
(f) Notice. Evidence is not admissible under this rule unless the proponent of the
evidence gives to all adverse parties reasonable notice in advance of trial, or during
trial if the court excuses pretrial notice for good cause shown, of the nature of the
conviction.
(g) Record. If obiection is made to evidence offered pursuant to subdivision
(a)(1) or (2), the court shall state on the record the factors it considered in
determining admissibility.
(h) Evidence. If admissible, evidence of a conviction may be by testimony of the
witness during direct or cross-examination, by the introduction of a public record,
or by other extrinsic evidence if the public record is not available and good cause
is shown.
COMMENT
Rule 609 has been amended substantively in five respects. First, subdivision
(a)(1) has been amended to make the admissibility of a conviction for the
impeachment of a witness other than the accused subject to the balancing process
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of Rule 403 of the Uniform Rules. As amended the rule is in accord with the
parallel rule in the Federal Rules of Evidence.
Second, in the case of a witness who is the accused the word "substantially" is
incorporated in the applicable balancing test by providing "that the probative value
of the evidence substantially outweighs the danger of unfair prejudice to the
accused."
Third, to clarify the types of convictions admissible for impeachment purposes
without regard to punishment, Rule 609(a)(2) has been amended to provide that only
those crimes that contain the statutory elements of untruthfulness or falsification are
admissible. The amendment is derived from the 1987 recommendation of the
American Bar Association Criminal Justice Section's Committee on Rules of
Criminal Procedure and Evidence to clarify the meaning of the language "dishonesty
or false statement" in the former rule and avoid the endless dispute and divergent
results reached in the several states as to what crimes are embraced within the
language "dishonesty or false statement."
Fourth, Rule 609(b) has been amended to require that convictions more than ten
years old are not admissible unless it is determined "that the probative value of the
evidence of the conviction supported by specific facts and circumstances substantially outweighs its unfair prejudicial effect." The rule as amended in this respect is
now in accord with the comparable balancing test applicable under Rule 609(b) of
the Federal Rules of Evidence.
Finally, subdivisions (f), (g) and (h) set forth procedures to be followed in
determining the admissibility of convictions for impeachment purposes. These
include, respectively, the giving of notice, the making of a record of the factors
considered by the court in ruling on the admissibility of the evidence and the
methods of proof of the conviction.
RULE 610. RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND OPINIONS.
Evidence of the beliefs or opinions of a witness on matters of religion is not
admissible for the purpose of showing that by reason of their nature hie the
witness's credibility is impaired or enhanced.
RULE 611. MODE AND ORDER OF INTERROGATION AND PRESENTATION.
(a) Control by court. The court shall exercise reasonable control over the mode
and order of interrogating witnesses and presenting evidence so as to fl- make the
interrogation and presentation effective for the ascertainment of the truth, *2* avoid
needless consumption of time, and (-3) protect witnesses from harassment or undue
embarrassment.
(b) Scope of cross-examination. Cross-examination should be limited to the
subject matter of the direct examination and matters affecting the credibility of the
witness. The court iwky, in the exercise of discretion, may permit inquiry into
additional matters as if on direct examination.
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(c) Leading questions. Leading questions should not be used on the direct
examination of a witness except as may-be is necessary to develop hi the witness's
testimony. Ordinarily leading questions should be permitted on cross-examination.
Wheneyer a A party eela may interrogate a hostile witness, an adverse party, or a
witness identified with an adverse party, i.trrzgatin may be by leading questions.
COMMENT
In applying subdivision (a) of Rule 611 to protect witnesses from harassment or
undue embarrassment the court should be particularly sensitive to protecting the
sensibilities of children while testifying in court.
RULE 612.
MEMORY.

WRIPNG RECORD OR OBJECT USED TO REFRESH

(a) While testifying. If, while testifying, a witness uses a wfififig record or object
to refresh 4& the witness's memory, an adverse party is entitled to have the w ting
record or object produced at the trial, hearing, or deposition in which the witness
is testifying.
(b) Before testifying. If, before testifying, a witness uses a wr-ifing record or
object to refresh 4i memory for the purpose of testifying and the court in its
discretion determines that the interests of justice so require, an adverse party is
entitled to have the wfiti g record or object produced, if practicable, at the trial,
hearing, or deposition in which the witness is testifying.
(c) Terms and conditions of production and use. A party entitled to have a
wifitng record or object produced under this rule is entitled to inspect it, 4e crossexamine the witness thereon, and 4&introduce in evidence these portions of the
record which relate to the testimony of the witness. If production of the witing
record or object at the trial, hearing, or deposition is impracticable, the court may
order it made available for inspection. If it is claimed that the wifig record or
object contains i~tters matter not related to the subject matter of the testimony, the
court shall examine the wi4ting record or object in, emnea in chambers, excise any
portions not so related, and order delivery of the remainder to the party entitled
thereto. Any portion withheld over objections eheal must be preserved and made
available to the appellate court in the event of an appeal. If a wfiflg record or
object is not produced, made available for inspection, or delivered pursuant to order
under this rule, the court shall make any order justice requires, but in criminal cases
if the prosecution elects not to comply, the order shag must be one striking the
testimony or, if the court in its discretion determines that the interests of justice so
require, declaring a mistrial.
COMMENT
Rule 612 has been amended to substitute the word "record" for the language
"writing" in the rule. See the Comment to Rule 101.
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STATEMENT OF WITNESS.

(a) Examining witness concerning prior statement. In examining a witness
concerning a prior statement made by hin+the witness, whether ,wieft in a record
or not, the statement need not be shown nor its contents disclosed to hiii the
witness at that time, but on request the same shall it must be shown or disclosed to
opposing counsel.
(b) Extrinsic evidence of prior inconsistent statement of witness. Extrinsic
evidence of a prior inconsistent statement by a witness is not admissible unless the
witness is afforded an opportunity to explain or deny the same statement and the
epposite opposing party is afforded an opportunity to interrogate him the witness
thereon, or the interests ofjustice otherwise require. This pre.isien subdivision does
not apply to admissions of a party-opponent as defined in Rule 801(d)(2).
RULE 614. CALLING AND INTERROGATION OF WITNESSES BY COURT.
(a) Calling by court. The court, at the suggestion of a party or on its own motion,
may call witnesses a witness, and all parties e.e eitiled to may cross-examine
witeses the witness thus called.
(b) Interrogation by court. The court may interrogate witnesses a witness, whether
called by itself the court or by. a party.
(c) Objectien Objection. ebjeetief. An objection to the calling or interrogation
of witlesse a witness by the court er te intzffrgati n by it may be made at the
time or at the next available opportunity when the jury is not present.
RULE 615. EXCLUSION OF WITNESSES.
At the request of a party the court shall order witnesses excluded so that they
cannot hear the testimony of other witnesses, and it may make the order e on its
own motion. This fuLe Rule does not authorize exclusion of f0-a party who is f*
.arel perseft an individual, ep+( an officer or employee of a party that is not *
fiwttff pr-eeft an individual designated as its representative by its attorney, or (3a perseft an individual whose presence is shown by a party to be essential to the
presentation of h6s the party's cause or is otherwise authorized by statute, judicial
decision, or court rule.
COMMENT
The phrase "or is otherwise authorized by statute, judicial decision, or court rule"
has been added at the end of Rule 615 to accommodate state law permitting other
individuals, such as victims, to be present in the hearing room.
RULE 616. BIAS OF WITNESS.
For the purpose of attacking the credibility of a witness, evidence of bias,
prejudice, or interest of the witness for or against eer a party to the case is
admissible.
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ARTICLE VII.
OPINIONS AND EXPERT TESTIMONY
RULE 701. OPINION TESTIMONY BY LAY WITNESSES.
If the witness is fnct tzstifying as an cqsrt hi a witness's testimony is not based
on scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule
702, the witness's testimony in the form of opinions or inferences is limited to those
opinions or inferences whieh that are (4-) rationally based on the perception of the
witness, and (2) helpful to a clear understanding of 4& the witness's testimony or
the determination of a fact in issue.
COMMENT
Rule 701 has been amended by adding a new provision that scientific, technical
or other specialized knowledge may not form the basis for opinions or inferences
of lay witnesses under Rule 701. The amendment is intended to eliminate the risk
that the reliability requirements for the admissibility of scientific, technical or
specialized knowledge under Rule 702 will be evaded through the expedient of
proffering an expert as a lay witness under Rule 701. The amendment distinguishes
between expert and lay testimony and not between expert and lay witnesses since
it is possible for the same witness to give both lay and expert testimony in the same
case. However, the amendment makes clear that any of the testimony of the witness
that is based on scientific, technical, or specialized knowledge must be governed by
the standards of Rule 702.
RULE 702. TESTIMONY BY EXPERTS.
If sintifi., tchnie..,

er. ether spc.izd knowledge will assist the triz- f feet

understand the evidenee cr te determine a faet int issue, a witness queAlfied as oa.
ex.pert by knewledge, skill, ss~periene, training, or eiueatien, may testify thecreto
in the ferm ef an epimzen er etherwisc.
to

(a) General rule. If a witness's testimony is based on scientific, technical, or other
specialized knowledge, the witness may testify in the form of opinion or otherwise
if the court determines the following are satisfied:
(1) the testimony will assist the trier of fact to understand evidence or determine
a fact in issue;
(2) the witness is qualified by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education
as an expert in the scientific, technical, or other specialized field;
(3) the testimony is based upon principles or methods that are reasonably reliable,
as established under subdivision (b), (c), (d), or (e);
(4) the testimony is based upon sufficient and reliable facts or data; and
(5) the witness has applied the principles or methods reliably to the facts of the
case.,
(b) Reliability deemed to exist. A principle or method is reasonably reliable if its
reliability has been established by controlling legislation or iudicial decision.
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(c) Presumption of reliability. A principle or method is presumed to be
reasonably reliable if it has substantial acceptance within the relevant scientific,
technical, or specialized community. A party may rebut the presumption by proving
that it is more probable than not that the principle or method is not reasonably
reliable.
(d) Presumption of unreliability. A principle or method is presumed not to be
reasonably reliable if it does not have substantial acceptance within the relevant
scientific, technical, or specialized community. A party may rebut the presumption
by proving that it is more probable than not that the principle or method is
reasonably reliable.
(e) Other reliability factors. In determining the reliability of a principle or
method, the court shall consider all relevant additional factors, which may include:
(1) the extent to which the principle or method has been tested;
(2) the adequacy of research methods employed in testing the principle or
method;
(3) the extent to which the principle or method has been published and subiected
to peer review;
(4) the rate of error in the application of the principle or method;
(5) the experience of the witness in the application of the principle or method;
(6) the extent to which the principle or method has gained acceptance within the
relevant scientific, technical, or specialized community; and
(7) the extent to which the witness's specialized field of knowledge has gained
acceptance within the general scientific, technical, or specialized community.
COMMENT
Rule 702 combines the modified historic Frye standard governing the admissibility of expert testimony as a procedural rule with the reliability standards
established in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 113
S.Ct. 2786, 125 L.Ed.2d 469 (1993) and Kumho Tire Company, L.T.D. v.
Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 119 S.Ct. 1167, 143 L.Ed.2d 238 (1999). The
presumption of reliability or of unreliability in subdivisions (c) and (d) can be
rebutted by resort to, among others, the reliability criteria set forth in subdivision
(e). Rule 702 meaningfully avoids the use of the terminology "scientific" and "nonscientific" principles or methods and does not mandate that the Daubert reliability
criteria necessarily apply in determining the admissibility of scientific, technical, or
specialized knowledge, an approach which is consistent with Kumho Tire Company,
L.T.D. v. Carmichael, supra. This facilitates the admissibility of expert testimony
in social science areas where the falsifiability and potential rate of error factors
enumerated in the Daubert case could rarely be met. Also, by eliminating the focus
on "scientific knowledge" in Rule 702 the criteria set forth in subdivision (e)
accommodates the admissibility of expert testimony involving only the application
of a principle or method provided for in subdivision (a)(5) as opposed to the
determination of the reliability of the principle or method in the first instance.
Subdivision (e) further meets concerns that have been expressed with respect to
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whether the Daubert criteria, as reaffirmed in the Kumho case, apply when the
expert is testifying solely on the basis of experience.
Reinstating a modified Frye standard as a procedural rule in subdivisions (c) and
(d) is expected to promote greater reliability in the evidence offered, relieve the trial
judge of the initial gate-keeping responsibility and avoid the criticism that the
Daubert approach to admissibility "will result in a 'free-for-all' in which befuddled
juries are confounded by absurd and irrational pseudoscientific assertions." See
Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 595-596, 113 S.Ct.
2786, 2798, 125 L.Ed.2d 469 (1993).
Finally, Rule 702 accommodates the divergence that exists among the several
states between applying the historic Frye standard, a pre-Daubert standard of
reliability, a Daubert standard of reliability and varying other approaches to the
admissibility of expert testimony and thereby promotes uniformity among the
several states in determining the admissibility of expert testimony.
RULE 703. BASIS OF OPINION TESTIMONY BY EPE

EXPERT.

The facts or data in 4e a particular case upon which an expert bases an opinion
or inference may be those perceived by or made known to h1im the expert at or
before the hearing. If of a type reasonably relied upon by experts in the particular
field in forming opinions or inferences upon the subject, the facts or data need not
be admissible in evidence for the opinion or inference to be admissible.
COMMENT
The language "for the opinion or inference to be admissible" has been incorporated in Rule 703 to clarify that the admission of the opinion or inference does
not thereby render the underlying facts or data admissible. See, in this connection,
Rule 705 providing for the disclosure of the facts or data underlying expert opinion.
RULE 704. OPINION ON ULTIMATE ISSUE.
Testimony in the form of an opinion or inference otherwise admissible is not
objectionable because it embraces an ultimate issue to be decided by the trier of
fact.
RULE 705. DISCLOSURE OF FACTS OR DATA UNDERLYING EXPERT
OPINION.
TUhe An expert may testify in terms of opinion or inference and give hi6 reasons
therefore without Vie previous disclosure of the underlying facts or data, unless
the court requires otherwise. The expert may i.n a" eye't be required to disclose
the underlying facts or data on cross-examination.
RULE 706. COURT APPOINTED ENW-448 EXPERT WITNESS.
(a) Appointment. The court, on motion of any party or its own motion, may enterissue an order to show cause why an expert witnesses witness should not be
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appointed, and may request the parties to submit nominations. The court may
appoint mty an expert ,witnesses witness agreed upon by the parties, and may
appoint an expert witnesses witness of its own selection. An expert witness shll
may not be appointed by the court unless -hethe witness consents to act. A witness
so appointed shal must be informed of h6le the witness's duties by the court in
writing, a copy of which sh4 must be filed with the clerk, or at a conference in
which the parties she4 have an opportunity to participate. A witness so appointed
shall advise the parties of ie the witness's findings, if any--his.. The witness's
deposition may be taken by any party;--and-he. The witness may be called to testify
by the court or any party. le-ehaU be The witness is subject to cross-examination
by each party, including a party calling himn-asa-the witness.
(b) Compensation. ExFper witnesses so An expert witness appointed efe by the
court is entitled to reasonable compensation in whatf.;vr sum as determined by the
court may -Allew. The compensation thu fixed is payable from funds whieh may
be that are provided by law in criminal cases and in civil actions and proceedings
involving just compensation for the taking of property. In other civil actions and
proceedings the parties shall pay the compensation shall be paid by th pat ies in
such proportion and at such time as the court directs, and thereafter the compensation is to be charged in ike mffner as ethfr costs.
the eerez: of its dis rc n, thz.e The court may
(c) Disclosure of appointment. Inof
the fact that the court appointed the expert
to
the
jury
authorize disclosure
witness.
(d) Parties' experts of own selection. Nthing in this rule limits This rule does
not limit the parties in calling expert witnesses of their own selection.
COMMENT
The caption to Rule 706 has been changed to "Court Appointed Expert Witness"
to more nearly reflect the testimonial functions performed by the expert pursuant to
Rule 706. Rule 706 thus applies only to expert witnesses and not to expert
consultants appointed by the trial judge in performing the gate-keeping function in
admitting scientific, technical, or specialized knowledge under Rule 702. See the
Comment to Rule 702.
ARTICLE VIII.
HEARSAY
RULE 801. DEFINITIONS; EXCLUSIONS.
(a) General. As-used inIn this A fiele article:
(1)Deelarat "Declarant" means - individuael a person who makes a
statement.
(e-) (2) 4efsay "Hearsay" means a statement, other than one made by the
declarant while testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the
truth of the matter asserted.
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(a) (3) St=eent "Statement" means % an oral er-written assertion, an assertion
in a record, or (ii) nonverbal conduct of a-n indiv'idu l a person who intends it as an
assertion.
net hamay. A statement is not hearsay if:
d* (b) S atements that
(1) Pr"vi" , statlmnt by witz . he the declarant testifies at the trial or
hearing end is subject to cross-examination concerning the statement, and the
statement is:
% (A) inconsistent with the declarant's testimony and, if cfferzd in a criinal
.r.eeeeding' was given under oath and subject to the penalty of perjury at a trial,
hearing, or other proceeding, or in a depositionj
(* (B) consistent with the declarant's testimony, end is offered to rebut an
express or implied charge against the declarant of recent fabrication or improper
influence or motive- and was made before the supposed fabrication, influence, or
motive arose; or
(iii) ( one of identification made shortly after perceiving the individual
identified.
(2) Admiszsins by party oppz nnt. he the statement is offered against a party
and is:
% (A) the party's own statement, in either an individual or a representative
capacity;I
(* (B) a statement of which the party has manifested adoption or belief in its
truth-I
f4ii (C) a statement by an individual authorized by the party to make a statement
concerning the subject,-(D) a statement by the party's agent or servant concerning a matter within the
scope of the agency or employment, made during the existence of the relationship.;.
or
<vY (E) a statement by a ee eensp'rater coconspirator of a party during the course
and in furtherance of the conspiracy.
COMMENT
Rule 801 has been amended in three respects. First, in subdivision (a)(3) the
words "an assertion in a record" have been substituted for the words "or written."
See the Comment to Rule 101.
Second, in subdivision (b)(1)(A) the phrase, "if offered in a criminal proceeding,"
has been stricken to require the oath as a foundational requirement in both civil and
criminal proceedings for admitting a prior inconsistent statement of a witness. There
is no significant difference between civil and criminal proceedings in requiring an
oath as a condition to the admissibility of a prior inconsistent statement under Rule
801 (b)(1)(A). The amendment also brings the rule into accord with both the federal
rule and the rule followed in a majority of the states.
Third, in subdivision (b)(1)(B) the rule has been amended by adding the language
"and was made before the supposed fabrication, influence, or motive arose" to
codify the holding of the United States Supreme Court in Tome v. United States,
513 U.S. 150, 115 S.Ct. 696, 130 L.Ed.2d 574 (1995). The rule as amended is
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thereby in accord with at least half of the states adhering to a pre-motive
requirement
An amendment to subdivision (b)(2)(E) to conform the Uniform Rule to Rule
801(d)(2)(E) of the Federal Rules of Evidence which took effect on December 1,
1997, to incorporate the holding in Bourjaily v. United States, 483 U.S. 171, 107
S.Ct. 2775, 97 L.Ed.2d 144 (1987), was considered and rejected. In Bourjaily the
United States Supreme Court held that a court may consider the contents of a coconspirator's statement in determining the existence of, and participation in, the
conspiracy by the declarant and the defendant, but left unresolved the question of
whether the declarant's statement alone was sufficient to establish a conspiracy in
which the declarant and the defendant participated. The amendment to Federal Rule
801(a)(2)(E) resolved both issues by providing that the declarant's statement could
be considered, but was not alone sufficient to establish the existence of, or
participation in, the conspiracy. However, the division of authority that currently
exists among the several states, including the majority rule that the existence of the
conspiracy must be determined by evidence independent of the hearsay statements
themselves, led the Conference to conclude that a uniform rule on the issue should
not be promulgated at this time. See, in this connection, Glasser v. United States,
315 U.S. 60, 62 S.Ct. 457, 86 L.Ed. 680 (1942) and United States v. Nixon, 418
U.S. 683, 94 S.Ct. 3090, 41 L.Ed.2d 1039 (1974).
RULE 802. HEARSAY RULE.
Hearsay is not admissible except as provided by law or by these rules.
RULE 803. HEARSAY EXCEPTIONS# AVAILABILITY OF DECLARANT
IMMATERIAL.
The following are not excluded by the hearsay rule, even though if the declarant
is available as a witness:
(1) Present sense impression. A statement describing or explaining an event or
condition made while the declarant was perceiving the event or condition, or
immediately thereafter.
(2) Excited utterance. A statement relating to a startling event or condition made
while the declarant was under the stress of excitement caused by the event or
condition.
(3) Then existing mental, emotional, or physical condition. A statement of the
declarant's then existing state of mind, emotion, sensation, or physical condition,
such as intent, plan, motive, design, mental feeling, pain, and bodily health, but not
a statement of memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or believed unless
it relates to the execution, revocation, identification, or terms of declarant's will.
(4) Statements for purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment. Statements made
for purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment and describing medical history, or
past or present symptoms, pain, or sensation, or the inception or general character
of the cause or external source thereof insofar as reasonably pertinent to diagnosis
or treatment.
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(5) Recorded recollection. A mmradm er record concerning a matter about
which a witness once had knowledge but now has insufficient recollection to testify
fully and accurately, shown to have been made or adopted by the witness when the
matter was fresh in the witness' witness's memory and to reflect that knowledge
correctly. If admit-t.z, "hz meMArA-andum Er._which record may be read into evidence
but may not -iself be received as an exhibit unless offered by an adverse party.
COMMENT
Rule 803(5) has been amended to substitute the word "record" for the words
"memorandum or." See the Comment to Rule 101.
#
(6) Reeerds Record of regularly conducted business activity. A meandww,
any
.in fem, of acts, events, conditions,
repei; record, r at,
opinions, or diagnoses, made at or near the time by, or from information transmitted
by, a person with having knowledge, if kept in the course of a regularly conducted
business activity, and if it was the regular practice of that business activity to make
the memeradum, rmper, record, er data eemp".afie, all as shown by the testimony
of the custodian or other qualified witness, or by certification that complies with
Rule 902(11) or (12). or with a statute providing for certification, unless the sources
of information or the method or circumstances of preparation indicate lack of
trustworthiness. As a-ed in In this paragraph, business includes business, institution,
association, profession, occupation, and calling of every kind, whether or not
conducted for profit. A public record inadmissible under paragraph (8) is
inadmissible under this exception.
COMMENT
First, Rule 803(6) has been amended to delete the words "memorandum,"
"report," "or data compilation, in any form," "memorandum," "report," "or data
compilation". See the Comment to Rule 101.
Second, Rule 803(6) has been amended to provide for satisfying the foundational
requirements for the admissibility of a business record through certification as an
alternative to the expense and inconvenience of producing a time-consuming
foundational witness. This amendment should also be interpreted with reference to
Uniform Rules 901(11) and 902(12) providing for the self-authentication of
domestic and foreign records under the certification procedure provided for in Rule
803(6).
Third, Rule 803(6) has been amended to add the provision at the end of the rule
that "[a] public record inadmissible under paragraph (8) is inadmissible under this
exception." This forecloses admitting under the business records exception a public
record that is inadmissible under Uniform Rule 803(8). See the Comment to Rule
803(8).
(7) Absence of entry in records kept in accordance with paragraph (6). Evidence
that a matter is not included in the memerfida, rpert, records, er data eem.
pilatie-n, in any form, kept in accordance with paragraph (6), to prove the
nonoccurrence or nonexistence of the matter, if the matter was of a kind of which
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.in
was regularly made and
a mcmzra-dum, repert, record, er data . mpila
preserved, all as shown by the testimony of the custodian or other qualified witness,
or by certification that complies with Rule 902(11) or (12), or with a statute
providing for certification, unless the sources of information or other circumstances
indicate lack of trustworthiness.
COMMENT
First, Rule 803(7) has been amended to delete the words "memoranda," "reports,"
"or data compilations, in any form," "memorandum," "report," "or data compilation."
See the Comment to Rule 101.
Second, as in the case of Rule 803(6), Rule 803(7) has been amended to provide
for satisfying the foundational requirements for the admissibility of the absence of
a business entry in a record through certification. See also Rules 901(11) and (12)
providing for the authentication of domestic and foreign under the certification
procedure of Rule 803(7).
Record or report of public office. Unless the
(8) Public.... rds and zpe.t..
sources of information or other circumstances indicate lack of trustworthiness,
.. r.d,
,, s
. data mpil.tion.
..
in any f
a record of a public
office or agency setting forth its regularly conducted and regularly recorded
activities, or matters observed pursuant to duty imposed by law and as to which
there was a duty to report, or factual findings resulting from an investigation made
pursuant to authority granted by law. The following are not within this exception
to the hearsay rule:
% (A) an investigative -epts report by police and other law enforcement
personnel, except when offered by an accused in a criminal case;
fH(
a investigative fepei4s report prepared by or for a government, e public
office, or off agency when offered by it in a case in which it is a party;
f(i) ( factual findings offered by the government in criminal cases; and
(fi (
factual findings resulting from special investigation of a particular
complaint, case, or incident, e*eept w1hen, unless offered by an accused in a criminal
case.
COMMENT
First, Rule 803(8) has been amended to delete the words "records, reports,
statements, or data compilations in any form" and insert the words "a record." See
the Comment to Rule 101.
Second, an issue addressed in the amendment of Rule 803(6) relates to the
introductory clause of the exceptions to Rule 803(8) stating "[t]he following are not
within this exception to the hearsay rule." (Emphasis Added) The rule as originally
adopted created an interpretive problem with respect to whether the foregoing
narrowing language "opened the back door" to the admissibility of a public record
under another exception, such as the business record exception of Uniform Rule
803(6). The Drafting Committee recommended that a record inadmissible under
Rule 803(8) ought not to be admissible under Uniform Rule 803(6) and its
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recommendation was accepted by amending Rule 803(6) to include the limiting
language that "[a] public record inadmissible under paragraph (8) is inadmissible under
this exception." See the Comment to Rule 803(6).
.. ,
(9) Reeerds Record of vital statistics. Rczrds cr data e.mpilaftizn., in finty fc
A record of birth, fetal deaths, deaths, or marriages,, if the report thereof was made
to a public office.
COMMENT
Rule 803(9) has been amended to delete the words "[riecords or data compilations,
in any form." See Comment to Rule 101.
(10) Absence of pWbie record or entry. To prove the absence of a record, epe*
in an" fm, or the nonoccurrence or nonexistence of
:pilafien,
st.m.nt, er data zz
er data czmpiatin, in mny f..., was
statement,
.p.,
a matter of which a recod , r
regularly made and preserved by a public office or agency, evidence in the form of
a certification in accordance with Rule 902, or testimony, that diligent search failed
to disclose the record, zpeft, satment, cr data czmpilatien, or entry.
COMMENT
Rule 803(10) has been amended to delete the words "report, statement, or data
compilation, in any form" and "report, statement, or data compilation." See the
Comment to Rule 101.
(11) Records of religious organizationm. Stateents A statement of birth,
marriage&, divorces, death, legitimacy, ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage, or
other similar faetq fact of personal or family history, contained in a regularly kept
record of a religious organization.
(12) Marriage, baptismal, and similar eefdfieaee certified record. Statements A
statement of fact contained in a eerfci~ete certified record that the maker performed
a marriage or other ceremony or administered a sacrament, made by a ele.gyf a.t
cleric, public official, or other person authorized by the rules or practices of a religious
organization or by law to perform the act certified, and purporting to have been issued
at the time of the act or within a reasonable time thereafter.
COMMENT
Rule 803(12) has been amended to substitute the words "certified record" for
"certificates." See the Comment to Rule 101.
(13) Family record. A statements of fact concerning personal or family history
contained in a family Bible, ge. elegies genealogv charts, engraving on a rings, an
inscriptionm on a family portraits, an engravings on an urns, crypt, or tombstones, or
the like.
(14) Records of documents affecting an interest in property. T2he A public record
ef adoeument purporting to establish or affect an interest in property, as proof of the
content of the original recorded document and its execution and delivery by each
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2001
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person by whom it purports to have been executed and deliver,

if the rzrd i

remrd of a puiblie efflee and an applieable statute authezasth reeerding ef
dozuments of that k~ind in that effiaz.
COMMENT
Rule 803(14) has been amended to delete the words "of a document." See the
Comment to Rule 101.
(15) Statements in deeam:n ts record affecting an interest in property. A statement
contained in a deetmen, record purporting to establish or affect an interest in property

if the matter stated was relevant to the purpose of the deeumnt record, unless
dealings with the property since the deeimem record was made have been inconsistent
with the truth of the statement or the purport of the deeti m record.
COMMENT
Rule 803(15) has been amended to substitute the word "record" for the words
"documents" and "document." See the Comment to Rule 101.
(16) Statements in ancient deeime .ts record. .
.atemei.
A statement in a deemen
record in existence twenty 20 years or more., the authenticity of which is established.
COMMENT
Rule 803(16) has been amended to substitute the word "record" for the word
documents" and "document." See the Comment to Rule 101.
(17) Marketpres revor, commercial puabie get.n publication. Market quetaien
Quotation ..
a..e. tabulation, 4,sts list, dieeteies,: directory, or other published or
publicly recorded compilations, generally used and relied upon by the public or by
persons in particular occupations.
COMMENT
Rule 803(17) has been amended to add the words "or publicly recorded" to
accommodate the admissibility of records kept in electronic form. See the Comment
to Rule 101.
(18) Learned treatises. To the extent called to the attention of an expert witness
upon cross-examination or relied upon by the witness in direct examination, a
statements contained in a published treatises, periodicals, or pamphlets on a subject
of history, medicine, or other science or art, established as a reliable authority by
testimony or admission of the witness, eF by other expert testimony, or by judicial
notice. If admitted, the statements-may be read into evidence but may not be received
as an exhibits.
(19) Reputation concerning personal or family history. Reputation among members
of an individual's family by blood, adoption, or marriage, or among the individual's
associates, or in the community, concerning the individual's birth, adoption, marriage,
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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divorce, death, legitimacy, relationship by blood, adoption, or marriage, ancestry, or
other similar fact of the individual's personal or family history.
(20) Reputation concerning boundaries or general history. Reputation in a
community, arising before the controversy, as to boundaries of or customs affecting
lands land in the community, and reputation as to events an event of general history
important to the community, eState,
or ieniof country in which located.
(21) Reputation as to character. Reputation of an indiyidat'. a person's character
among the indiyi.d. ' person's associates or in the community.
(22) Judgment of previous conviction. Evidence of a final judgment-, [entered. after
a trW
. -up n a plea f guilt,] adjudging a person guilty of a crime punishable by
death or imprisonment in excess of one year, to prove any fact essential to sustain the
judgment, but not including, when offered by the stme State in a criminal prosecution
for purposes other than impeachment, judgments a Judgment against persens a person
other than the accused. The pendency of an appeal may be shown but does not affect
admissibility.
(23) Judgment as to personal, family, or general history, or boundaries. Judgmnef tq
A iudgnment as proof of matefs a matter of personal, family or general history, or
boundaries, essential to the judgment, if the matter weld be isprovable by evidence
of reputation.

(-24) Other exeeptiens. .A sannt net speeifeally eezvered by any ef the fcrmgeing

exmepticns but haing Cquival nt :i.um.tanti"l .uara.t..f .utwzr ine, if the
e.rt determIne that-(i) the stat m nt is ffed as e e..1.
.f a material faet; (ii) the
s~tatement is mCZCe prebafi;'C en the peint fer whih it is ziffred than any ether
midenee whieh the prapenent ean prazura thrzugh reaseftable efferta; and (iii) the
gnul pup)s eif
thee rulei
and the idertists
justiUi wll bestlfbe serve by
admissien ef the statement into eyidenee.A s tatefaet may not bea dmittzd under d4
80pti5 inalss the preUnit f it makes known ti theadmsi
pity offevieney t
adane to previd theadve party with a rfa ppetnity tepmpae tomeet it, the
rp)Untavaint asian t
esfsf
n the satment and the prtiulam of it; intluding the
f1ame and addaai f the danclarant
&[ks amended 1986.]
COMMENT
Rule 803(24) is eliminated to combine the rule with the identical Uniform Rule
804(b)(5) in a single new Uniform Rule 808 governing the admissibility of evidence
under the residual exception to the hearsay rule. See the Comment to Uniform Rule
808.

RULE 804. HEARSAY EXCEPTIONS: DECLARANT UNAVAILABLE.
(a) Unavailability as a witness. In this rule:
(1) "Unavailability as a witness" includes situations in which the declarant:
(4) JAI is exempted by ruling of the court on the ground of privilege from testifying
concerning the subject matter of h6i the declarant's statement;
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2-) (B) persists in refusing to testify concerning the subject matter of si9 the
declarant's statement despite an order of the court to do so;
(3) (C testifies to a lack of memory of the subject matter of hi6 the declarant's
statement;
(* (D) is unable to be present or to testify at the hearing because of death or then
existing physical or mental illness or infirmity; or
-5 (E) is absent from the hearing and the proponent of i the declarant's statement
has been unable to procure h6 the declarant's attendance, or in the case of a hearsay
exception under subdivision (b)(2), (3), or (4), 4& the declarant's attendance or
testimony), by process or other reasonable means.
(2) A declarant is not unavailable as a witness if 4i the declarant's exemption,
refusal, claim of lack of memory, inability, or absence is due to the procurement or
wrongdoing of the proponent of 4i& the declarant's statement for the purpose of
preventing the witess declarant from attending or testifying.
(b) Hearsay exceptions. The following are not excluded by the hearsay rule if the
declarant is unavailable as a witness:
(1) Former testimony. Testimony given as a witness at another hearing of the same
or a different proceeding, or in a deposition taken in compliance with law in the
course of the same or another proceeding, if the party against whom the testimony is
now offered, or, in a civil action or proceeding a predecessor in interest, had an
opportunity and similar motive to develop the testimony by direct, cross, or redirect
examination.
(2) Statement under belief of impending death. A statement made by a declarant
while believing that ii&the declarant's death was imminent, concerning the cause or
circumstances of what 1te the declarant believed to be 4i the declarant's impending
death.
(3) Statement against interest. A statement whieh was that at the time of its making
was so far contrary to the declarant's pecuniary or proprietary interest, or so far tended
to subject Nmrei [e .he] the declarant to civil or criminal liability or to render invalid
a claim by 4him e-her] the declarant against another or to make him the declarant an
object of hatred, ridicule, or disgrace, that a reasonable Pefsen individual in his-Ear
4er- the declarant's position would not have made the statement unless he-[er-she the
individual believed it to be true. A statement tending to expose the declarant to
criminal liability and offered to exculpate 4he an accused is not admissible unless
corroborating circumstances clearly indicate the trustworthiness of the statement. A
statement or confession offered against the accused in a criminal case, made by a
codefendant or other
esen individual implicating both .:mself [.r. her .lJ the
codefendant or other individual and the accused, is not within this exception.
(4) Statement of personal or family history. (i) A statement concerning 4he(A) the declarant's own birth, adoption, marriage, divorce, legitimacy, relationship
by blood, adoption, marriage, ancestry, or other similar fact of personal or family
history, even though declarant had no means of acquiring personal knowledge of the
matter stated-; or @ii) a .tatrn..nteeneni. g the
.
.. eing
(B) the matters eitd listed in subparagraph (A) or the death else- of another pesen,
individual if the declarant was related to the other individual by blood, adoption, or
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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marriage or was so intimately associated with the ethes other individual's family as
to be likely to have accurate information concerning the matter declared.
COMMENT
In jurisdictions that enact the Uniform Parentage Act, the word "parentage" should
be substituted for the word "legitimacy" in Rule 804(b)(4)(A).

[(5) Stateme.nt ef fent pcrccjplien. -n a iil ati,.n er: r-....ding, &taf......t, net
in pnsc
pa te the instigation f p ..n e.ngaged in i.vestigating, liigaing, er settling
a elaim, whiceh naffates, deseribes, er explains an ey as-A-r -Peadideanfeeendy percziv~
by the deccart, made in geed faith, net :.nte
in^
.latin of pendin. g r ant.ipated
li a ,a-i- in .i.h the delaer.at wA int..r. ted. and Yhil. the dcclarant s r... llefial
w q^elee.1
COMMENT
Rule 804(b)(5) is deleted from the Uniform Rules. This exception was promulgated
by the United States Supreme Court as Rule 804(b)(2) of the proposed Federal Rules
of Evidence. However, it was rejected by House Committee on the Judiciary and not

reinstated on the ground it did not bear sufficient guarantees of trustworthiness, even
though it was recommended by the Standing Committees on Rules of Practice and
Procedure of the Judicial Conference of the United States and the Advisory Committee
on the Federal Rules. See Report of Committee on the Judiciary, House of
Representatives, 93rd Congress, 1st Session, Federal Rules of Evidence, No. 93-650,
p. 6 (1973). The rule as recommended, or in a modified form, has only been adopted
in five states. Moreover, statements of recent perception would be admissible in
appropriate circumstances under the newly approved residual exception of Uniform
Rule 808.

(6) Other emeeptiena. A statement not speeifically cc-vercd by any cf the fcffcgeing
exeptiens but haying quia-v"nt cir-mstantial guartes of tust'v" hins., if the

eeurt deteffnines that () the atatcmcnt is effcrced as eyidetncc
stat

,nt is .n.

Cf a

matefial fact; (iio the

pfebate en the pint fer which it is Cfferd than a y

thef.

:idenee which the prcpeneit can preetrc thragh rmennable eifots; and (iii) the
gcncml pu pewz ef the.. ml and the iratc..ts Cf justie will best be se...d by
-

admissiarn ef the statement into eyidenec. A statement may net be admittced under this
ecxccptien unless the prepcnent Cf it makes kznown te the advcrse part suffieicatly inl
ad-vanee te prcvide the advcrse party with a fair eppetunity to prcparc te mccet it, the
prepcnntt'a intentiefn to effer the statement and the particulars Cf it; including the
name and address ef the. declarant.
[Acs amended 1986.I
COMMENT

Rule 80(b)(6) is eliminated to combine the rule with the identical Uniform Rule
803(24) in a single new Uniform Rule 808 governing the admissibility of evidence
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2001
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under the residual exception to the hearsay rule. See the Comment to Uniform Rule
808.
(5) Forfeiture by wrongdoing. A statement offered against a party that has engaged
or acquiesced in wrongdoing that was intended to and did cause the unavailability of
the declarant as a witness.
COMMENT
Rule 804(b)(5) has been added to provide that a party forfeits the right to object to
the admission of a declarant's statement when the unavailability of the declarant has
been procured through a party's wrongdoing or the party's acquiescence in the
wrongdoing of another. It is a preventative rule designed to deal with abhorrent
behavior that is inconsistent with the system of justice. As adopted the rule is in
accord with Rule 804(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Evidence.
RULE 805. HEARSAY WITHIN HEARSAY.
Hearsay included within hearsay is not excluded under the hearsay rule if each part
of the combined statements conforms with an exception to the hearsay rule provided
in these rules.
RULE 806.
DECLARANT.

ATTACKING

AND

SUPPORTING

CREDIBILITY

OF

If a hearsay statement, or a statement defined described in Rule r0-(d)R)(ii"
801(b)(2)(C), (iv)D, or-v). . has been admitted in evidence, the credibility of the
declarant may be attacked, and if attacked may be supported, by any evidence whiek
that would be admissible for those purposes if the declarant had testified as a witness.
Evidence of a statement or conduct by the declarant at ,ytime, inconsistent with the
declarant's hearsay statement-, is not subject to wiy a requirement that the declarant
may have has been afforded an opportunity to deny or explain. If the party against
whom a hearsay statement has been admitted calls the declarant as a witness, the party
ise
eifided to may examine the declarant on the statement as if under crossexamination.

R44E ggq. GILD 34.GcrnA OR VA1:1hESSES.
a) A he&-ay statement made by it minor whe is ander the age ef [121 yearc at the
fime Cf #al dzzcribing an a t.f sexal e.ndet or physial vielne pe.f....d by r
with anether on er with that miner earaany [ether iniidual] fpzrcnt sibling er
member ef the familial hcuzcheld of the mineri is net exeluded by the hearzay mle
if, en mtin fa par-y, the mino-r, er the eeur and fcllwing a hr aing [in .amra],
the eeturt finds that @i)there is a substatial likeliheod tha the miner %Ql affar severc
emetiftal Cr psyehelegieal h&rm if rcquircd to testify in epefl eeurt; (ii) the timal,
eemetct end eifeunutanaca ef the satetment prc-vide stuffieieint eireaumztzatial
guawatees of trutwertincss; (iii) the statement was aeeurately reeerded by audie
visuA aans as may be provided by statutez; 0-v) the audio visual reeerd diseleses the
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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identity and at ell tirnan ineiudes the images and veiean ef all indiyiduala prancnt
during the interview ef the fminor; (v) the sattamant was net maade in resnsenn te
questianing aleulatd
"hw. te be the.. in...

lead the minert. ... ak a parti"lar
.
stmant er^
iallaAy
tatmat and net the prduet.. aimprepr uggestien; (-vi) the

individual acaduating the intarfiew af the iAftr is available at trial for examinafiean
e.r ercan exami~nat by mly pffy; and (vil) befora the racarding is effcrcd intoe
evidenee, all parties na aifrdad a pportunity to Yiew it and ara furnished a eepy
ef a wfitten trannaript ef it::
Eb) Bflafre a statement may be admifttd in avidefnac pumutant ta subsactian (a) int
a ariminal ease, the court shall, at the raquant af the defendant; provida for fthfer
questioig af the miner in sueb manner as the caurt may direet. Af the mfiior refuses
to fespend to farthr quantieoning ar is etherwise unavailable, the statement maada
pursuant to subseetion (a) is net admissible under this rula.
(a) TFhe admissiant in evidenee of a swatment of a irr purnsuant ta subseetian (a)
daan net pracluda the eeurt fram permitfing any p"~to eall the miner as a witness
if the intercnts af justiac se r.qira
Ed) In any procaading ink whiah a miner untdar the age af U19 yam may ba callad
as at witness to testify; aanczrning an aet of sexual anduct or physiaal vielanea
perfornid by ar with another efn ar with that minr- er any [ether indiyidual] [parcat
sibling ar member of the famflial heusehald af the minor], if the eeurt finds that therc
is a nubstantial likeliheod that the miner will suffer savcre amotional ar psychelegiefti
hamn if raquifd to testify int opa. aurt, the aaur~t may, an maetian af a p"rt, the
mnioer ar the caurt; ardar that the testimany af the mninar ha takan by depanidian
recorded by audio Yistual maons or: by eantamparmasu examination antd cronas
.xamination int anather plaea under the nutiniain of the trial judge and camn
municato ta the eeuftreeam by clonod eircuit teleAiin. -Only the judge, the attameyn
for the parfies, the partian, individuals nacannarfy ta aperate the equipment and anky
individual the court finds wauld contributa to the wclfara and well being af the minor
may be present during the miner's tantimany. -Ifthe court finds that placig the minor
and one ar marc af the pudtis in the same raaem during the tantimony af the aiior
.:ould contfibuta to the likelihoed that the minor will sufcr savara cmoitienal ar
psycholagieel hmn, the court shall order that the partia ha situated so that ty mfay
ebserye and beef the testimarny of the mirar and may cannult with their attamays, but
the eeurt shell ensure that the minotr cannot see er ha them, emeept, within the
diseretion ef the eeurt, far purpanan of identificafiean.
(e) The raquircments for adminnihbility ef a stmetact under ts rula do natf pracluda
adwinnibility af the stateam under any ther exeeptieft te the heafsay rub.
RULE 807. STATEMEENT OF CHILD VICTIM.
(a) Statement of child not excluded. A statement made by a child under [seveni
years of age describing an alleged act of negect, physical or sexual abuse, or sexual
contact performned against, with, or on the child by another individual is not excluded
by the hearsay rule if:Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2001
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(1) subject to subdivision (b), the court conducts a hearing outside the presence of
the iury and finds that the statement concerns an event within the child's personal
knowledge and is inherently trustworthy; and
(2) the child testifies at the proceeding [or pursuant to an applicable state procedure
for the giving of testimony by a childl, or the child is unavailable to testify at the
proceeding, as defined in Rule 804(a), and, in the latter case, there is evidence
corroborative of the alleged act of neglect, physical or sexual abuse, or sexual contact.
(b) Determining trustworthiness. In determining the trustworthiness of a child's
statement the court shall consider the circumstances surrounding the making of the
statement, including:
(1) the child's ability to observe, remember, and relate the details of the event;
(2) the child's age and mental and physical maturity;
(3) whether the child used terminology not reasonably expected of a child of similar
age, mental and physical maturity, and socioeconomic circumstances;
(4) the child's relationship to the alleged offender
(5) the nature and duration of the alleged neglect, physical or sexual abuse, or
sexual contact;
(6) whether any other descriptions of the event by the child have been consistent
with the statement;
(7) whether the child had a motive to fabricate the statement;
(8) the identity, knowledge and experience of the person taking the statement;
(9) whether there is a video or audio recording of the statement and, if so. the
circumstances surrounding the taking of the statement; and
(10) whether the child made the statement spontaneously or in response to
suggestive or leading questions.
(c) Making a record. The court shall state on the record the circumstances that
support its determination of the admissibility of the statement offered pursuant to
subdivision (a).
(d) Notice. Evidence is not admissible under this rule unless the proponent gives
to all adverse parties reasonable notice in advance of trial, or during trial if the court
excuses pretrial notice for ood cause shown, of the nature of any such evidence the
proponent intends to introduce at trial.
COMMENT
The substance of former Rule 807 was rejected and a new child victim witness
exception was adopted to account for intervening developments in the law since Rule
807 was adopted by the Conference in 1986. There are seven aspects of the rule that
deserve comment. First, the favored age at which the exception should apply is seven
years of age. However, the age is bracketed to afford the states flexibility in
determining at what age the exception should apply.
Second, the scope of the rule is broadened to include acts of neglect and sexual
contact in addition to physical or sexual abuse.
Third, the rule applies in all proceedings, civil, juvenile and criminal as provided
in Rule 102(a). See the Comment to Rule 102.
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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Fourth, the rule focuses on the requirement of trustworthiness and the criteria to be
considered in making this determination. See Idaho v. Wright, 497 U.S. 805, 110
S.Ct. 3139, 111 L.Ed.2d 638 (1990).
Fifth, in lieu of providing within the exception for the admissibility of recorded
statements or the methods of taking the testimony of children, Rule 807(a)(2) requires
that the child either testify at the proceeding or pursuant to an applicable state
procedure for the giving of testimony, such as closed circuit television, currently
recognized in thirty states, or a videotape recording of the child's testimony, currently
also recognized in thirty states. If the child is unavailable to testify either in person
or through an applicable state procedure, the statement is admissible only if there is
corroborating evidence of the statement.
Sixth, as provided in subdivision (c), the court must make a record of the
circumstances supporting its determination of the admissibility of the statement.
Finally, notice is required in subdivision (d) by a rule consistent with the other
notice provisions in the amended Uniform Rules.
RULE

-03(2),
-04b

, 808. RESIDUAL EXCEPTION.

(a -AException. In exceptional circumstances a statement not speeif eally covered
by mny of the fergeing emeeption, Rules 803, 804, or 807 but havi.g possessing
equivalent though not identical, circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness, is not
excluded by the hearsay rule if the court determines that<,-)(1) the statement is offered as evidence of a faateeial faet fact of consequence;
O-ii-(2) the statement is more probative on the point for which it is offered than any
other evidence wheh that the proponent can procure through reasonable efforts; and
(iii)(3) the general purposes of these rules and the interests of justice will best be
served by admission of the statement into evidence.
(b) Making a record. The court shall state on the record the circumstances that
support its determination of the admissibility of the statement offered pursuant to
subdivision (a).
(c) Notice. A statement *a5F is not be admitted admissible under this exception
unless the proponent of it makes known gives to all parties the ayf
......
suffieienty in advanc t prv.d. the ady-rz p.... .w a fair
. ppzrunity to przpart
.meet it the pmpeinnts intzntien te effcr the statement and the partula ef it
inluding the name and addrcg f the daloa..t reasonable notice in advance of trial,
or during trial if the court excuses pretrial notice for good cause shown, of the
substance of the statement and the identity of the declarant.
COMMENT
Uniform Rule 808 combines the abrogated Rules 803(24) and 804(b)(5) named
"Other Exceptions" and renames the rule "Residual Exception." Substantive changes
have been made in subdivision (1) to deal with two difficult and recurring issues that
have arisen in the states under comparable black letter rules. The first of these is
whether a statement which almost, but fails to meet the requisite foundational
requirements of one of the specific exceptions can nevertheless be admitted under the
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2001
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residual exception. The black letter of the amended rule is intended to foreclose the
admission of statements under the residual exception that fail to meet all of the
specific exception's foundational requirements for admissibility. See, in this
connection, Shakespeare v. State, 827 P.2d 454, 460 (Alaska App. 1992) and Shoch's
Estate v. Kail, 209 Neb. 812, 311 N.W.2d 903 (1981).
The second issue arises out of the language "having equivalent circumstantial
guarantees of trustworthiness." See Shakespeare v. State and Shoch's Estate v. Kail,
supra. Accordingly, the rule has been amended to provide that a statement may be
admitted under Rule 808 in only "exceptional circumstances" and then only if the
statement possesses "equivalent, though not identical, circumstantial guarantees of
trustworthiness."
A determination of whether the statement possesses circumstantial guarantees of
trustworthiness is a fact-intensive inquiry to be resolved on a case-by-case basis. See
People v. Bowers, 773 P.2d 1093, 1096 (Colo. App. 1988), affirmed, 801 P.2d 511
(1990). Among the factors that have been identified in determining trustworthiness are:
(1) the age, education and experience of the declarant; (2) the personal knowledge of
the declarant regarding the subject matter of the statement; (3) the oral or written
nature of the statement; (4) the ambiguity of the statement; (5) the consistency with
which the statement is repeated; (6) the time lapse between the event and the making
of the statement; (7) the partiality of the declarant and the relationship between the
declarant and the witness; (8) the declarant's motive to speak truthfully or untruthfully;
(9) the spontaneity of the statement, as opposed to responding to leading questions;
(10) the making of the statement under oath; (11) the declarant being subject to crossexamination at the time the statement was made; and (12) the recantation or
repudiation of the statement after it was made. See, for example, State v. Toney, 243
Neb. 237, 498 N.W.2d 544, 550-551 (1993).
Subdivision (b) requires the court to state on the record the circumstances
supporting its admission of a statement pursuant to subdivision (a).
Subdivision (c) requires the giving of notice to offer a statement under Rule 808
and is consistent with other notice requirements in the Uniform Rules.
ARTICLE IX.
AUTHENTICATION AND IDENTIFICATION
RULE 901. REQUIREMENT OF AUTHENTICATION OR IDENTIFICATION.
(a) General provision. The requirement of authentication or identification as a
condition precedent to admissibility is satisfied by evidence sufficient to support a
finding that the matter in question is what its proponent claims.
(b) Illustrations. By way of illustration only, and not by way of limitation, the
following are examples of authentication or identification conforming with the
requirements of this rule:
(1) Testimony of witness wM having knowledge. Testimony of a witness with
knowledge that a matter is what it is claimed to be.
(2) Nonexpert opinion on handwriting. Nonexpert opinion as to the genuineness of
handwriting, based upon familiarity not acquired for purposes of the litigation.
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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(3) Comparison by trier or expert witness. Comparison by the trier of fact or by an
expert witnesse& witness with specimen which have a specimen that has been
authenticated.
(4) Distinctive characteristics and the like. Appearance, contents, substance, internal
patterns, or other distinctive characteristics, taken in conjunction with circumstances.
(5) Voice identification. Identification of a voice, whether heard firsthand or
through mechanical or electronic transmission or recording, by opinion based upon
hearing the voice at any ime under circumstances connecting it with the alleged
speaker.
(6) Telephone conversations. Telephone conversations, by evidence that a call was
made to the number assigned at the time by the telephone company to a particular
person er busines, if(i* (A) in the case of a-pefsen an individual, circumstances, including selfidentification, sheow which show that the pcrczn c n;;cring te be individual who
answered was the one called, or
(ii) (B) in the case of a business person other than an individual, the call was made
to a place of business and the conversation related to business reasonably transacted
over the telephone.
(7) Public records or reports. Evidence that a writing autheri d by law t.
rccfdcd er filed and in faet rcccrdcd er filc in a public ffi.. , public record or a
purported public record, mrpe, statemnt;, r datae e..mpil-ten, in any .fm, is from
the public office where items of this nature are kept.
COMMENT
The rule has been amended to delete the words "writing" and "report, statement, or
data compilation, in any form" to accommodate the admissibility of records kept in
electronic form. See the Comment to Rule 101.
records. Evidence that a deewfiei t-r
(8) Ancient d" cmcnt s or data .mpilati.
data. mpilain, in ay"f F, (i) record is in such condition as to create no suspicion
concerning its authenticity, (6) was in a place where it, if authentic, would likely be,
and (iii) has been in existence 20 years or more at the time it is offered.
COMMENT
Rule 901(b)(8) has been amended to add the word "record" and delete the words
"document or data compilation, in any form" to accommodate the admissibility of
records kept in electronic form. See the Comment to Rule 101.
(9) Process or system. Evidence describing a process or system used to produce a
result and showing that the process or system produces an accurate result.
(10) Methedg Method provided by statute or rule. Any method of authentication or
identification provided by [the Supreme Court of this State or by] a statute or as
provided in the Gensti-tietn constitution of this State.
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RULE 902. SELF-AUTHENTICATION.
Extrinsic evidence of authenticity as a condition precedent to admissibility is not
required with respect to the following:
(1) Domestic public deewunews document under seal. A document bearing a seal
purporting to be that of the United States, or of any
State, dist rit.
am n.

weeith, territery, er irnsul

possession thereef, er the Pana Canal Zene, er the Trust

Tarr-te,
. y f the Paifi Isiands, or of a political subdivision, department, officer, or
agency thefeef of one of them, and a signature purporting to be an attestation or
execution.
(2) Domestic public Eleemeni. document not under seal. A document purporting
to bear a signature in the official capacity of an officer or employee of any entity
designated in paragraph (1), having no seal, if a public officer having a seal and
having official duties in the district or political subdivision of the officer or employee
certifies under seal that the signer has the official capacity and that the signature is
genuine.
(3) Foreign public dee.ments document. A document purporting to be executed or
attested in the official capacity of an individual authorized by the laws of a foreign
country to make the execution or attestation, and accompanied by a final certification
as to the genuineness of the signature and official position (i) of the executing or
attesting individual, or (ii) of any foreign official whose certificate of genuineness of
signature and official position relates to the execution or attestation or is in a chain of
certificates of genuineness of signature and official position relating to the execution
or attestation. A final certification may be made by a secretary of embassy or legation,
consul keneral, consul, vice consul, or consular agent of the United States, or a
diplomatic or consular official of the foreign country assigned or accredited to the
United States. If all parties have been given a reasonable opportunity h- been gi;'eft
te aH -'.te to investigate the authenticity and accuracy of an official dee.etnts
document, the court may for good cause shown order that hey it be treated as
presumptively authentic without final certification or permit *&e it to be evidenced
by an attested summary with or without final certification.
(4) Certified eepie&copy of public eeefrds record. A copy of an efflie a public
record or report or entry therein, or of a document authorized by law to be recorded
or filed and actually recorded or filed in a public office, including data cmpilations
in ey4¢ fncertified as correct by the custodian or other authorized person ,utherized
t m c ho cortificafien, by certificate complying with paragraph (1), (2), or (3) or
complying with any law of the United States or of this State.
(5) Official pubieatfien. publication. Beek A book pamphlets pamphlet, er-ethe
publiat.ns issued by public authority publication, or other publicly issued record
issued by public authority, if in a form indicative of the genuineness of such a record.
COMMENT
Rule 902(5) has been amended to add the words "or other publicly issued record
issued by public authority, if in a form indicative of the genuineness of such a record"
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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to accommodate the admissibility of public records kept in electronic form. See the
Comment to Rule 101.
(6) New
.........
pefi-dieA . .- inted Newspaper or periodical. Publicly
distributed material purporting to be newspape s a newspaper or pefiedie l periodical.
(7) Trade inscriptions and the like. Inscriptions, signs, tags, or labels purporting to
have been affixed in the course of business and indicating ownership, control, or
origin.
(8) Acknowledged eeti.neffts record. Deeu'.ments A record accompanied by a
certificate of acknowledgment executed in the manner provided by law by a notary
public or other officer authorized by law to take acknowledgments.
COMMENT
Rule 902(8) has been amended to delete the word "Documents" and add the words
"A record" to accommodate the admissibility of acknowledged record kept in
electronic form. See the Comment to Rule 101.
(9) Commercial paper and related deements record. Commercial paper, sigfeum..s
a signature thereon, and deeiimen a record relating thereto or having the same legal
effect as commercial paper, to the extent provided by general commercial law.
COMMENT
Rule 902(9) has been amended to substitute the word "record" for "documents" to
accommodate the admissibility of records kept in electronic form. See the Comment
to Rule 101.
(10) P4rfestptieiis Presumption created by law. Any A signature, document, or
other matter declared by any law of the United States or of this State-, to be
presumptively or prima facie genuine or authentic.
(11) Certified reeer& domestic record of regularly conducted business activity. The
original or a duplicate of a domestic record of rzguly .ndutd ati' . ithi....
scpe .fRule 03(6), whih the eusedian thfrt acts, events, conditions, opinions,
or diagnoses if:
(A) the document is accompanied by a written declaration under oath of the
custodian of the record or eaot-hr other qualified individual eefifies that the record
(i). was made, at or near the time of the occurrence of the matters set forth, by---or
from information transmitted by) a person with having knowledge of those matters,;
fii-)
i&was kept in the course of the regularly conducted business activity-;. and (*iii
was made by pursuant to the regularly conducted activity. oa rgular praotoc, un.S&

the scuroon of infermation er the teethed or eireumstnoo ef prpartz i-6ni.Ato-plak
-o -cortifi-d is fiet self authontionting under thi
subseefitt unless the prmpenent makes an intontien te effer it lanown to the adyerse
party and makes it av'ailable fer inspeetien nuffliionly in adyaneo of its effcr iW
vi donee to prC'Ade the advcrno party with a fair opportunity to ehallongo it.M und
e
in tis subseedea~, "emrtfleg" means, with renpeet te a demestie reeord, et writton
docleration under eath subjoot to the penalty of porjury and, with ronpeet to a foreign
ef rustweortnssi but .a feeerd
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reaerd, a wiricn dclare en signed in a fcrign untry whti h, if falsely maic^,, wul
s03)f the paaker te iitnal penalty under thee
la
f that
The eertificatc
ieuntoy.
rcllng to a fereignre
d must bbe coampanid by a final ectifoaficen as tlth
tileng the
oporu
adnvannces f the ignature and afferel paitien (i) ef th infdiidual
tfieate
ecorifie;
er (H)ef my fercign efficial who
the gnuincnczs ef signature and
Cffinial psisten
th
etf idividual
prpnttinginfr
thelyat in a hain f eifieatrs that
prlleidely eertify the genuinetcn
fffipial
ef signatur
tinittofmee
and
the xeutinhg
efsteil-A final ertifioation must be made by neresty
a
f ambasty r gatien,
eenal gencral, cansul, vica ccnsu'., er eensular agent ef the United States, cr a
diplomatic rf henuler fficial
c
f the fcrcign caunty who is assigned or aeerdited to
the United Statcn.
(B) the party intending to offer the record in evidence gives notice of that intention
to all adverse parties and makes the record available for inspection sufficientl in
advance of its offer to provide the adverse parties with a fair opportunity to challenge
the record; and
(C) notice is not given to the proponent, sufficiently in advance of the offer to
provide the proponent with a fair opportunity to meet the obiection or obtain the
testimony of a foundation witness, raising a genuine question as to the trustworthiness
or authenticity of the record.
COMMENT
Rule 902(1) has been amended to provide for self-authentication through
certification of domestic records of regularly conducted activity in both civil and
crimidnal cases. The rule complements the amendment of Uniform Rule 803(6)
providing for the admissibility of business records through certification as an
alternative to the testimony of a foundation witness.
The notice provision of subdivision (1)(B) differs from the notice provisions
incorporated generally in the amendments to the Uniform Rules by requiring that the
record be made available for inspection by all adverse parties prior to its offer in
evidence to provide them with a fair opportunity to challenge the record.
A separate, but comparable provision for the authentication of foreign records of
a regularly conducted activity is contained in Rule 902(12).
(12) Certified foreign record of regularly conducted business activity. The original
or a duplicate of a record from a foreign country of acts, events, conditions, opinions,
or diagnoses if:
(A) the document is accompanied by a written declaration under oath of the
custodian of the record or other qualified individual that the record was made, at or
near the time of the occurrence of the matters set forth, by or from information
transmitted by a person having knowledge of those matters, was kept in the course of
a regularly conducted business activity, and was made pursuant to the regularly
conducted activity;
(B) the party intending to offer the record in evidence gives notice of that intention
to all adverse parties and makes the record available for inspection sufficiently in
advance of its offer to provide the adverse parties with a fair opportunity to challenge
the record; and
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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(C) notice is not given to the proponent, sufficiently in advance of the offer to
provide the proponent with a fair opportunity to meet the obiection or obtain the
testimony of a foundation witness, raising a genuine question as to the trustworthiness
or authenticity of the record.
COMMENT
See the Comment to Rule 902(11).
RULE 903. SUBSCRIBING WITNESS' TESTIMONY UNNECESSARY.
The testimony of a subscribing witness is not necessary to authenticate a wit4n
record unless required by the laws of the jurisdiction whose laws govern the validity
of the wfifing record.
COMMENT
The word "record" has been substituted for the word "writing" to accommodate the
admissibility of records kept in electronic form. See the Comment to Rule 101.
ARTICLE X.

CONTENTS CONTENT OF ;.T-RS, PGORD G&
AD PT
_ A S RECORD, WRITING, RECORDING,
PHOTOGRAPH, IMAGE, AND OTHER RECORD
RULE 1001. DEFINITIONS.
Fer pu.p. .f this Aricl,. the fllewing d^f,,i..i.n- am appliabl In this article:
<4) (I) Duplicate. .A "duplicate" is "Duplicate" means a counterpart in the form of
a record produced by the same impression as the original, er from the same matrix,
eo by means of photography, including enlargements and miniatures, oe by mechanical
or electronic re-recording, ep by chemical reproduction, or by other another equivalent
technique?, ":ehtechnique that accurately reproduces the original.
(2) "Image" means a form of a record which consists of a digitized copy or image
of information.
(3) Original. An "original" of a writing, ef recording, or other record i* means the
writing, eo recording, or other record itself or any counterpart intended to have the
same effect by a person executing or issuing it. An "zefigin"
of The term, when
applied to a photograph, includes the negative or any print therefrom. The term
includes If data arz
in a eemputer or. imil"-t-";d
deviee, an- printout or other
perceivable output .. dable by i
of a record of data or images stored in a
computer or similar device, if shown to reflect the data or images accumtely-n-.
((-) (4) Phet..

--""ph.
Phztgrphs'"inlud "Photograph" means a form of a record

which consists of a still phetegma photograph, stored image, X-ray 4n film, video
4ape_,

end or motion pietwe

picture.
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<)(.i.ings and rrings. ,'Wiftings" "Writing" and "rezrdMing" .ns.'t ef
"recording" mean letters, words, sounds, or numbers, or their equivalent, set dew. by
inscribed on a tangible medium or stored in an electronic or other machine and
retrievable in perceivable form by handwriting, typewriting, printing, photostating,
, mechanical or electronic recording, or other-fenm
"
g
photographing,
ef data ,empilaticn technique.
COMMENT
The amendments to Article X consisting of Rules 1001 through 1008 elaborate
on the meaning of the term "record" to facilitate the use of the term throughout
Articles I through IX, as well as Article X governing various applications of the
original writing ("best evidence") rule to provide guarantees against inaccuracies and
fraud. However, it should be made clear that the term "record," when used in Rule
1002 through 1008, includes writings, recordings and photographs. Accordingly,
when more traditional forms of record keeping are called in question within the
original writing rule, the same governing rules are applicable as has been the case
under Article X of the Uniform Rules prior to their amendment. This application
of the original writing rule to writings, recordings and photographs is facilitated
through the definition of these terms in the amendments to Rules 1001(4) and (5)
as well as the definition of record in Rule 101(c). See the Comment to Rule 101.
RULE 1002. REQUIREMENT OF ORIGINAL.
To prove the content of a writing, recording, ef photograph, or other record, the
original record, writing, recording, e= photograph, or other record is required, except
as otherwise provided in these rules or by [rules adopted by the Supreme Court of
this State or by] statute.
COMMENT
See the Comment to Rule 1001.
RULE 1003. ADMISSIBILITY OF DUPLICATES.
A duplicate is admissible to the same extent as an original unless % a genuine
question is raised as to the authenticity or continuing effectiveness of the original
or (2)in the circumstances it would be unfair to admit the duplicate in lieu of the
original.
COMMENT
See the Comment to Rule 1001.
RULE 1004. ADMISSIBILITY OF OTHER EVIDENCE OF CONTENTS.
The original is not required, and other evidence of the contents of a writingr,
rzzreding, ,rphotcgraph record is admissible if:
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/olr/vol54/iss3/3
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(1) r-ginals lest
. r detr.y.d. - -ll all originals are lost or have been destroyed,
unless the proponent lost or destroyed them in bad faith;
(2) Original met
'btainable.
-N an original eae cannot be obtained by any
available judicial process or procedure;
(3) Original in ps.in of ppn..t. .At at a time when an original was under
the control of the party against whom offered, t1e
the party was put on notice, by
the pleadings or otherwise, that the contents would be a subject of proof at the
hearing, and 1te the party does not produce the original at the hearing; or
(4) Collateral matters. The wr-itig, rac ding
...er ph.tgr
the record is not
closely related to a controlling issue.
COMMENT
See the Comment to Rule 1001.
RULE 1005. PUBLIC RECORDS.
The contents of an official record, or of a dee-ment private record authorized to
be recorded or filed in the public records and actually recorded or filed, ieludilng
data mpilntizz in.
any ferm, if otherwise admissible, may be proved by a copy
in perceivable form, certified as correct in accordance with Rule 902 or testified to
be correct by a witness who has compared it with the original. If a copy complying
with the foregoing cannot be obtained by the exercise of reasonable diligence, other
evidence of the contents may be admitted.
COMMENT
See the Comment to Rule 1001.
RULE 1006. SUMMARIES.
The contents of voluminous writings, rzrdings, er ph"t.g...ph. records which
cannot conveniently be examined in court may be presented in the form of a chart,
summary, ef calculation, or other perceivable presentation. The efiginls original,
or d pt.ie.es a duplicate, shet must be made available for examination or copying,
or both, by other parties at a reasonable time and place. The court may order that
they be produced in court.
COMMENT
See the Comment to Rule 1001.
RULE 1007. TESTIMONY, OR A99FPEN ADMISSION IN RECORD OF
PARTY.
Getets The contents of a record, ".it gs, -.... .
r.iphzet.graph may be
proved by the testimony or deposition of the party against whom offered or by hi
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that party's written admission- without accounting for the nonproduction of the

original.
COMMENT
See the Comment to Rule 1001.
RULE 1008. FUNCTIONS OF COURT AND JURY.
.... tee

If the admissibility under these rules of other evidence of the contents

of a record

-,.r rding,
. or photogophs under theseamle depends upon the

fulfillment of a condition of fact, the question whether the condition has been
fulfilled is ordinarily for the court to determine in accordance with the p "rev'isefi
of Rule 104. However, when if an issue is raised as to whether 4 the asserted
record wtiting ever existed, e-(* another record wAting, rcording, or photograph
produced at the trial is the original, or (3) other evidence of contents correctly
reflects the contents, the issue is for the trier of fact to determine as in the cas of
ether issucs of fact.
COMMENT
See the Comment to Rule 1001.

ARGE ?9
?'8ELANQU

RULE. 111 -MIULE

RULES~~TT

-APPLIMAWRE.

(a 93tept as otherwise provided in subdi-vision (b), these rules aply to al
setions and preeeedings in the [coumt ef this State].
(b) Ruales inapplicable. -The ruls ether than these with rcapeet te privileges de
no! apply in the fellewing situatiens:
(1) ...
iminay questions ef fat. -The dete-mination ef qucoetien

of faet

preliminary to admissibility of evdenee whefn the issue is to be deftonninod by the
...r tudr

Rule 104(a).

(2) Grmd jury. 44eeeediags befcroe grmdji.
(3) Mi..l.n.....
preee.dings. -rozzodings

for

traditin
.
or rwnditin;

[prelwine~y examinalienl detentien he~ig in ciminal eags; snteing, or

granting er revoking roao; nuncfwrrtfcr arrost, criminal summeases,
and scoreh waffents;, and preeeedings with roapeet to robcase ein bail or othcrnvise.
(4) Contefiat roccdines in whieh the couti may aet snmarfily.
COMMENT
Article XI has been deleted. See the Comment to Rule 102.
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